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At this year’s 
North American Spitfire Squadron’s 
“Spit-Together” members Geof Bush (in the airplane’s
cockpit) and  Richard Campi & Susan Beauchamp 
recreate the magazine advertisement introducing the 1500 to the US.
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The Enthusiast’s Insurance Broker
FOR INDIVIDUAL SERVICE AND COMPLETE PEACE OF MIND Contact us Today 

Insurance Available 
only in the UK

An open+dlrect CompanyFootman James is a member of the General Insurance Standards Council.

THE MARKET LEADER

FOOTMAN JAMES
www.footmanjames.co.uk
Telephone: 0121 561 6262
Whatever you Drive � Whenever you Drive it

VISIT THE WEBSITE

Insurance from Footman James provides top quality cover at competitive 
premiums for veteran, vintage, and classic TRIUMPHS with UK and

Continental breakdown recovery and unique discounts for limited mileage.

Whatever you Drive - Whenever you Drive it

T R I U M P H R A Z O R E D G E

O W N E R S C L U B

P R E -  1 9 4 0  T R I U M P H
O W N E R S C L U B

Scheme
Supported

by
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Triumph Spitfire & GT6 Specialists
New and Used Parts

USA Sales
800•201•0494
Outside USA Sales
916•645•3726
Tech and Customer Service
916•434•0645 

www.SpitBits.com
P.O. Box 281

Lincoln, CA 95648

• Quality Parts at Competitive Prices
• Over 50,000 Parts in Stock
• Free and Online Catalogs - Spitfire and GT6
• Web Specials and Secure Online Ordering
• New and Used Parts, With Big Savings on Both
• Fast Delivery
• Sales and Technical Service, So You Get the Right Part the First Time

Spitfire & GT6 Parts SpecialistSpitfire & GT6 Parts Specialist

Please check out 
our website for a list of our

current monthly specials
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As many of you already know...
kids take up a lot of your time! I know,
it is a silly statement but before my son
came along I made the lofty goal that I
would not stop enjoying my Spitfire,
especially after all my friends saying
“now that your wife is pregnant, when
are you going to sell the Spitfire?” A
year and a half of parenting later I
have come to the conclusion... kids
take up a lot your time. Cooper gets all
the time that used to be dedicated to
Kermit. 

Now that Cooper is walking, I
mean running, he can now play by himself a little more allowing me a little more
“Spit Time.” So a few weeks ago I decided to roll the Spitfire out of the garage,
wash it and maybe even start it. 

A half hour later Kermit was gleaming in the sun. Cooper seemed to be as
proud as I. I am not sure but I think he realizes that one day soon he will buzzing
around town in daddy’s car. 

Another thing I (should have) learned in
the past year and a half is NEVER TURN YOUR
BACK ON A TODDLER!!!!! (I can almost hear
some of you thinking “I know what is coming
up”) While wiping off the last drop of water
off the bonnet I heard a “clunk” from the
back of the car. Cooper had found one of the
landscape stones and decided to help daddy
wipe off the car starting with the boot lid...no
dent but a slight paint chip. A little polish and
a lot of elbow grease later the “story to tell
the grand kids” was almost not noticeable.

Last night while talking with my father I
mentioned the incident. He laughed saying
that I had done almost the same thing only I
had written the alphabet on the side of our
Ford Econoline van using driveway gravel. He
did not say but knowing him he was more
mad at me than I at Cooper. 

I will remember and cherish that day as I know that in 30 years I will
receive a call from Cooper telling of his son destroying paint on his car...hopefully
a Spitfire... maybe the very same one!

John Goethert
editor
p.s. As always, thanks to everyone who has sent articles. As always, we welcome
any and all submissions. 

And to those whose stories did not make it in this issue, look for them in an
upcoming issue. 

to order visit:

...risking
your life!
Fix your
brakes!

or call

865-690-1737
Products for the British Car Enthusiast 
parts, books, manuals, clothing, tools...

Brake Master Cylinder 67-75 New $195
Brake Reservoir 67-75 $35
Brake Master Cylinder 76-80 New $195
Brake Master Rebuild Kit 67-80 $19
Front Rotor w/HD Pads $54
Slotted & Vented Rotor set (2) $68
Rear Wheel Cylinder Set (2) $25
Rear Shoe Set $18
Brake Hose Set (all 4) $42
Brake Hose Set Stainless (all 4) $73
Lucas DOT 5.1 Brake Fluid $13.75
Rebuilt Calipers 67-80 Ex $71
Caliper Rebuild Kit 67-80 (2) $12
PWD Valve + Switch 67-75 $75
Clutch Master Cylinder OE $68
Clutch Slave Cylinder 67-80 OE $65
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Change, the More
They Stay the Same!

HELP!
Send us something!

Stories we are working on...

• Wrecks/Safety Articles
• Custom Bodies and Paint

• Tech features

Send it to
info@triumphspitfire.com 

or
P.O. Box 30806, 

Knoxville, TN USA 37930-0806
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PUBLISHER
Profiles Marketing Group

EDITOR
John Goethert, john@triumphspitfire.com

ADVERTISING
Tom Broberg, tom@magazinepublisher.com

PRINTING, DESIGN & PRODUCTION
MagazinePublisher.com

1-800-487-3333
CORRESPONDENTS

Howard Baugues– Midwest Correspondent
Laura Gharazeddine– Southern California Correspondent

Gregory Hertel–Eastern Canada Correspondent
Daniel Preston–Western Canada Correspondent

Stephan Sieburg–Swiss Correspondent

CONTRIBUTING WRITERS

US SUBSCRIPTIONS- $12.95
P.O. Box 30806, Knoxville, TN 37930

1-800-487-3333
EUROPEAN SUBSCRIPTIONS- £16

Beach Croft Cottage, School Lane
Baslow, Bakewell, Derbyshire, DE45 1RZ  England

AUSTRALIAN SUBSCRIPTIONS- $30 AU
Suite 351 Locked Bag 1

Robina Town Centre, QLD 4230  Australia
The staff of Spitfire & GT6 Magazine expresses its sincere gratitude to 

the many supporters and suppliers of stories, photos and technical information.
© 2003 Profiles Marketing Group. Reproduction in whole or in part without permission is 
prohibited. Because the stories are reader written, please be careful and use good judge-

ment while working on your car. We accept no responsibility for damages or personal injury.  
It is not our intent to breach any copyright or offend anyone with this 

magazine only glorify Triumph name and their wonderful cars. This magazine is in no way
affiliated with Triumph, Leyland Motor Corp. or BMW, although that would be nice! 

I s sue #12 magaz ine

Help us find more enthusiasts!
• Tell a friend

• Pass out postcards at British Car Shows
• email other owners

❖

Send us anything Spitfire or GT6 related!
info@triumphspitfire.com 

or
P.O. Box 30806, 

Knoxville, TN USA 37930-0806Howard and Ginny Baugues at this year’s mid US Spit-Together.
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Bill McDevitt
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Stephan Sieburg
Greg Stangl
Julius Tolentio
Jeremy Whitehead
Jeffrey Widmann
Chris Young
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My daughter asked if
she could use my 1977 Triumph
Spitfire in her 1998 Napa (CA) High
School homecoming parade.  She
and a few classmates painted the car
in an Austin Powers theme.  I kept
the car in this livery for about the
next two years.  It invariably got
positive reaction from elementary
age kids: “Cool Car” they would
shout.  Above that age bracket the
call was usually “Austin Powers
sucks.”  The paint job became a
problem when I was pulled over by
the Napa PD for a minor traffic vio-
lation.  The officer remarked “I
wouldn't have noticed you if it wasn't
for that paint job.”  That was the end
of the Union Jack.  I resprayed the
car Tahiti blue the next week. 

Mike Bristow

Spitfire Magazine,
Just thought you'd like to know

that your on-
line classified
ads helped me
find a new old
1973 GT6 Mark
III. I placed a

GT6 "wanted" ad about a month ago
and another lister contacted me and
we made the deal via e-mail and
phone last week. Car was located
about 500 miles away (I'm in San
Diego, CA and seller was in the
northern half of the state). I rented a
one-way U-Haul auto transporter and
brought the car home on Saturday.

I previously owned a 1959
TR3A and a 1970 Spitfire MkIII and
am now happily returned to the role
of Triumph caretaker.

Thanks for a great web-site and
I also subscribed to the magazine
and bought all the back issues I
could.

Matt Wilson

Spitfire & GT6 Magazine 
As for the latest issue I loved it.

I read the magazine over 2 times last
night. Love the layout of the racing
Spits. Almost a poster :)

I like when you have the
themed editions. Not every issue but
once in a while.

I specially love the pictures
from Le Mans. So many I have never
seen before.

Andre Rousseau 

Hi John.
This is just a quick note to con-

gratulate you on an excellent web-
site.

I bought myself a Spitfire 1500
10 years ago when I was 18. It
served me very well every day for
about three years. Unfortunately, I let
the condition slide whilst I worked
away from home for a few months,
and upon my return I sold it for a
more "sensible" car.

I have just recently decided to
purchase another Spit, and over the
past few days have been looking
around the Net at various sites to
feed my hunger. I was extremely
impressed with the quality/quantity
of content of your site, and after
downloading the Acrobat files of
issues #2 and #3 I have also just sub-
scribed to your magazine. Do you

have any intentions to make other
out of print issues available for
download in the future?

When I eventually find a suit-
able car (looking to spend a bit more
money now I'm older) I'll send some
pictures.

Kind regards
Steve Matthews
Southampton, England 

Spitfire Magazine,
I've received the magazine this

morning. Thank you very much.
I'm very happy to see my car

and my article in your fantastic mag-
azine.

Thanks
Andrea Censi

34¢34¢

United States Postal Service

United States Postal Service

Send us anything
Spitfire or GT6 related!

info@triumphspitfire.com 
or P.O. Box 30806, 

Knoxville, TN 37930-0806

Hi John
I've recently placed an ad for my 1975 Spitfire and I just wanted to bring to your attention a "possible"

scam that's going on.  I've had two inquiries from "alleged" foreign buyers who want to buy my car and then ask
me to add 3k to my selling price. They in turn will have their U.S. client send certified funds and they're asking
me to immediately send the difference by money gram. It just seems a little shady to me.  Just trying to alert that
in some cases it's "seller beware"

Thank you,
Gary Onorato
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Check Out What’s              at BritishToolbox.com

$12

add $3.85 shipping for each US order

These items and
many others are

available at

BritishToolbox.com
or

phone: (865) 690-1737
P.O. Box 30806, Knoxville, TN 37930

NEW!

$34
Haynes 62-81

Spitfire/GT6/Herald/Vitesse
Restoration Manual

Vintage Spitfire & GT6 T-Shirt
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TIME TO GO FOR A DRIVE
Stephan Sieburg, while surfing the internet

recently ran across the International Watch
Company’s website (www.iwc.ch). Based in
Switzerland they build watches using the Spitfire
name, for example the Spitfire Mk XV and Double
Chronograph.

Although the website does not mention prices I’ll bet
they more than a “real” Spitfire. But they are water-resist-
ant to 60 meters. Can your Spitfire claim that? 

Spi t f i re  & GT6 Magaz ine •  w w w . T r i u m p h S p i t f i r e . c o m 7

SPITTING FIRE
Spotted on the internet lately this decal would be the last decal one would like to place on

his car. Of course, not for Triumphs, this decal is designed for owners of Spitfire Skateboard
wheels.

If you are feeling lucky and would like to purchase one, go to StickerGiant.com.

USING A SPITFIRE AS A MODEL IS SMART
A friend of mine spotted this in the masters degrees "newspaper" for

Ravensbourne College of Design. They make one every term or so.
(This photo shows the) corner of an advert on an inside page... Take a

good look... it was a surprise for me...
-James Carruthers

OH, BEHAVE!
How would have

thought Austin Powers
would prefer Spitfire Ale to
Pepsi? Although only a
cardboard cut-out, Austin
and Howard Baugues
agree... “Spitfire Ale is
groovy, baby!”

FLYING A SPITFIRE
Chris Underhill, a com-

mercial pilot, sent us this
photo of him passing the time
two hours into a five hour leg.
“Spitfire & GT6 magazine
makes the time go by faster. If
I look tired, I am. I’ve been up
all night!”

LIT
TLE

 BI
TS

 OF
 SP

ITS

“Here is my license plate honoring the
Spitfire name and legacy.”

–Todd Greene, Alabama

License Plate of the Issue
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ESCAPE IN A SPITFIRE
Just happened to catch today's episode (April 27) of AutoWeek on Speed Channel with Stephen Cox.  The

feature car in the Escape Roads segment of the program was none other than the Triumph Spitfire.  The seg-
ment referenced the origins of the car, its SCCA successes and its ultimate demise due to
California emission requirements.  Historic race footage and a 1970's t.v. ad was mixed with con-
temporary shots of a shinny1977 BRG 1500 tooling its way around some twisty rural roads.  The
entire segment lasted about three and a half minutes.  

I don't know when AutoWeek airs in your area, but here, usually the episodes repeat a number
of times over a two week period.  Maybe you can catch the segment over the next couple of
weeks in your area.  

—Greg Hertel

LIT
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A REAL TREASURE
I happened to see an old episode of "The Avengers" recently.  An episode entitled, "Dead Man's Treasure".  Steed and Mrs. Peel are invited

to participate in scavenger hunt/car rally.  There are a number of now vintage sportscars in the episode - Steed's Bentley, a 356 Porsche, a couple
of MG's and E Types, and a blue Mk II Spitfire.  The Spitfire appears twice in the scavenger hunt/car rally sequences. 

I read somewhere recently that Brian Clemens (One of the producers of the show) was a sportscar enthusiast.  When you see a many of the
episodes and all the classic British cars in the show it must be true.  I think a whole generation of adolescents, including myself wanted a Lotus
Elan, especially if it came with Emma Peel as an option wearing one of those leather suits...

-Greg Hertel

BAD GIRLS FOR SALE
This classified recently came across our “Spitfires Only” Classifieds:

Spitfire 1500 For sale. 1980, with overdrive. 43000 miles. Dark Green. This car is in very good condition, having been carefully looked after
and just repainted. The soft top is also excellent. Hood bag included. It is the actual car recently starring in "Bad Girls". The engine bay, boot

and interior are original and tidy, and the bodywork is in very good condition. the seats have recently been recov-
ered. MOTd to February 2004. Price £3950
For more information contact Derek at 01494 672085 or derekbalaam@classicfm.net

in the

media

SPITFIRE-DRIVING MUSICIAN BECOMING A SUPERSTAR!
Although ‘Faith” (Lizzie West’s Spitfire) has not yet been seen on stage - Lizzie has been

crossing the country touring - including a feature performance here in Knoxville, TN. 
Lizzie landed the theme song for Dawson’s Creek commercials, two songs on the HBO

show “Rock the Boat” and found her way into staring in & singing in director Spike Lee’s
IAM.com commercial. Entertainment Weekly magazine has taken notice to our Spitfire driving
musician and featured Lizzie as the Breakout Artist of 2003!

The Warner Brothers recording Artist just released her  ‘Holy Road...Freedom Songs’ CD
and is finishing the Spitfire cross country driving documentary. Keep up with Lizzie’s tour sched-
ule and Spitfire journeys at www.LizzieWest.com

Harnesses and Connectors
for British Classic Cars 

& Motorcycles
British Wiring Inc.
20449 Ithaca Rd., Olympia Fields, Il 60461
phone or fax (708) 481-9050
www.britishwiring.com 
britishwiring@ameritech.net

237 Old Farm Rd.
Confluence, PA 15424 

814-395-3575
fax 395-5531

jbest@qcol.com

specializing in automotive photography
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SPRING HAS SPRUNG IN CANADA
“It's spring here in Ontario. The provincial flower, the Trillium, is ablaze in

full colour, and I just couldn't help myself crawling around on the forest floor, on
a carpet of these beautiful flowers, to get some good Spit pictures. Now, was
there any poison ivy growing in this area?? I guess, I'll find out. Wilf and I
enjoyed a nice picnic in the company of a few hundred blackflies which tried to
carry as away...
The great white north has finally come alive with fauna, flora and British Cars.”
– Liv Haasper

A SIGN OF THE TIMES
“Here is an unedited picture of my Spitfire and friend's

Spitfire in front of a billboard near NAS Pensacola.”
left: 1977 Spitfire 1500, owner Mike A. Japp
right: 1971 Spitfire Mk4, owner Bill Hassebrock
—Mike Japp

THE SQUADRON TAKING OFF
This past year’s Autumn Ride of the Swiss

Spitfire Club had almost 20 Spitfires and 1
Morgan. They met in Winterthur, a town just
north of Zurich Switzerland and traveled
through the green valley of the Toess headed
eastwards on small roads and through tiny vil-
lages. After about an hour’s drive we arrived at
Girenbad for a nice picnic and fellowship.

LIT
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the caption
There's nothing like sax on a Spitfire
Never could get the radio to work so....
I got it running! party time!
Jammin? Heck, I'm just tryin' to keep up
Saxy Spitfire 
Son of a B____!! I've just polished that!!
Spitfire Blues? 
"Toss some coins in the hat I'm saving up for a overdrive."
Celebrating 4 road trips and no breakdowns!!
I rather should connect my backup lights instead of warning with a saxophone
Now available - dealer option 2AS - Enhanced stereo system: so clear you'd swear

someone was jammin' right in your ears!
Well, that's not my opinion of a Blowjob
Sax On Deck
the exhaust system I want for my GT6 sounds like this!
I just installed this great new stereo, but all it plays is jazz!
I asked you to tune my sexy Spitfire, not tune your Sax on my Spitfire!
Lucas prince of darkness has got me singing the blues
Finally! A sound system that you can still hear with the top down.
Man you think this is music you should hear my Spitfire sing!!!
The only thing that comes close to the feeling I get when driving my spitfire is good

sax!!
Is this not a jazzy car?
I'm glad I'm on a Spitfire and not a Hummer,  I'm afraid of heights.
Non-OEM horn installation
happy to be alive man.
playing the blues after lucas lets him sit.....again!
"obviously lost his mount"
"Spitty's Jazz Controlled Steering System was working a treat!"
A blind Rastafarian mistakenly tries to charm a Cobra
It must be heaven mon
A DPO caught in the act of trashing his own car by standing on a body panel never

intended to support the weight of a full grown man.
Jamaican Horn Option 
Alvin Woods had his audience fooled when he used his Spit's decked-out sound system

to lip-play Kenny G.
“I got those LBC blues.”
Please, help a LBC owner. Any amount will help.
A DPO in the making...
Dependable Replacement for LUCAS Horns...Replace it totally
Spitfires make great music !
Spitfire-All things to all people.
Man! Listen to that Spit Purrrrrr! 
It should be safe to do this here, if I fall off it's not that far to the ground.
Gee, I sure could use a bigger stage.
Yes, you can have sax in the back of a Triumph.
Alvin's the only guy in town that can do a "Tune-Up" on your Spit!
and 
Spitfire: $1300, Sax: $380, Being the coolest guy on the whole island:

priceless!

Next issue...

The Real Story...
My son and I have taken pics of a 1500 on the roof of a
local used car lot in Topeka, Kansas. It has no engine and
has been up there for a year or so. 

—Leon & Karl Fundenberger
Send your caption suggestions to 

info@triumphspitfire.com 
or  P.O. Box 30806, Knoxville, TN 37930-0806

The Real Story...

Alvin Woods, often drives his Spitfire in

local parades an serenades the crowds

with his sax. This photo was shot during

the 2002 Bermuda Day Celebration parade.

Last issue we asked readers to send us

suggestions for a caption for the photo to

the left. Here are just some of the creative

submissions. the captions
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Ball Joint Set (2) $32.00

Tie Rod Set (2) $18.00

Front Trunnion w/kit $31.00

Front Wheel Bearing Kit $21.00

Rear Wheel Bearing Kit Major $27.00

Heavy Duty Rear Spring $138.00

Front Standard Shocks (2) $70.00

Front Heavy duty Gas Shocks (2) $130.00

Rear Standard Shocks (2) $45.00

Rear Heavy duty Gas Shocks (2) $75.00

Brake Hose Set (4) $42.00

Brake Hose Set Stainless $73.00

Rebuilt Calipers 67-80 Ex $71.00

Caliper Kit 67-80 (2) $10.00

Front Rotor w/HD Pads $54.00

Slotted & Vented Rotor set $68.00

Rear Wheel Cylinder Set (2) $26.00

Rear Shoe Set $18.00

3-pc B&B Clutch kit 66-72 $90.00

3-pc B&B Clutch kit 73-80 $105.00

Water Pump (all years) $53.00

Starter (exchange) $76.00

Starter HD Gear Reduction $195.00

Cap, points, cond., rotor 62-74 $15.00

Cap & rotor 75-80 $10.00

Alternator 73-80 (exchange) $75.00

Crane Electric Ignition Kit $109.00

Piston Set 1300cc 9:1 $155.00

Piston Set 1500cc 9:1 $155.00

Stainless Exhaust Valve Set (4) $30.00

Tappet Set 66-80 (8) $30.00

Hot Street Cam (exchange) $91.00

Chain and Gear Set (3-pc) $60.00

Full Gasket Set w/Seals $39.00

Oil Pump Late Style $78.00

Rocker Oil Feed Line $32.00

Rockershaft w/8 arms $110.00

Fuel Pump $19.00

Heater Valve $20.00

Header 67-80 $121.00

Monza Exhaust System $196.00

Top 71-80 $196.00

Tonneau Cover 71-80 $175.00

Dash Top Cover 68-80 $38.00

Carpet Set Deluxe w/snaps $148.00

Door Panel Set (2) $84.00

Full Panel Kit 7-pc $248.00

Seat Kit 73-80 $248.00

Shifter Repair Kit (62-74) $27.00

Transmission Tunnel ABS $54.00

SPITFIRE SPECIALS

British Parts N.W. Inc.
4105 SE Lafayette Hwy.
Dayton, OR 97114 USA

www.BPNorthWest.com
(503) 864-2001
Fax (503) 864-2081

Weber DCOE, DGV Carb Kits CALL

Rebuilt Transmissions CALL

Front Adj. Shock Spit/GT6 $87.00

Front Adj. Spring Perch Spit/GT6 $126.00

Rear Adj. Shock Spit $78.00

Roto-Flex GT6 Rear $88.00

Lucus Sports Coil $27.00

Ignition Switch 63-72 $27.95

Ignition Switch 73-76 $44.00

Turn Switch 63-76 $44.00

Turn Switch 77-80 $60.00

Headlamp Switch $10.00

Rheostat Panel Switch $48.00

Lucas DOT 45 Brake Fluid $5.90

Lucas DOT 5.1 Brake Fluid $13.75

Brake Master 67-75 New $195.00

Brake Reservoir 67-75 $35.00

Brake Master 76-80 New $195.00

Brake Master Rebuild Kit 67-80 $19.00

PWD Valve + Switch 67-75 $75.00

Clutch Master OE $68.00

Clutch Slave 67-80 OE $65.00

POLY BUSHINGS:
Rack Mount Set $9.00

Sway Bar Bush Set (4-PC) $12.00

Front dif., mount Set $16.00

Rear Shock Bush Set (8-PC) $10.00

Radius Arm Bush Set (4-PC) $17.00

A-Arm Bushing Set (8-PC) $34.00
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Bruce Garrison, Alaska, 1979 1500 (HAB-Java Green)

Lukas Darski, Poland, 1968 Mk3

Russ Paulson, Illinois, USA, 1971 MkIV (17-Damson)

??, Oregon, MkII GT6

Nassos Sarris, Athens Greece, 1966 Mk2 (25-Conifer Green)
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Larry Labrot, California, 1971 GT6 MK3

K. Smith, New Zealand, 1973 Mk IV, (76-Sapphire Blue)

Dennis Wunsch, South Carolina, 1965 Spitfire Mk2 (British Racing Green)
Won the featured Spitfire class at "The Gathering" in Winston-Salem NC. this past May 3rd

“The grille is a very stout chrome unit which I purchased on E-bay.  I
have since seen one other like it on E-bay. When I hand formed the front
end of the Spitfire, I chose to leave off those "Marty Feldman" looking
parking lights, and instead mounted orange trailer marking lights behind
the grille.  This, to me, gives the car a wider and lower appearance.  I
have an original front end in case I ever want to restore the look to stock.
Also barely noticeable unless side-by-side with an original.”
—Dennis Wunsch

Bill Long, New York, 1973 1500, (82-Carmine Red)

Jan Volf, Prag CZ, 1968 Mk3

Bryan Robbins, Florida, 68 MkII
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Bruce Bonnell, Oregon, USA, 1968 GT6 MkI (56-Royal Blue)

Jack Armstrong, Oklahoma, 1978 1500 (CAE Vermillion)

Chris Underhill, Oregon, 1972 Mk IV,  (75-British Racing Green) “Trigger”
1 1/4 SU's, overdrive, 4-1 headers, Monza pipes, Carroll Shelby alloy wheels.

John Barron, Inverness, Great Britain, 1973 MkIV body
tub on a 1967 chassisDennis Wunsch, South Carolina, 1976 Spitfire 1500

Paul Read, Louisiana, 1974 1500
(75-British Racing Green)
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It’s been about 7 years since I first
laid eyes on the little “Red Beast”. I’ve
had many wonderful experiences in the
beast and some not so wonderful ones
(Spitfire drivers can surely relate to these
facts). Spitfire FM76196UE was almost a
basket case when I happened upon it at a
Northern Indiana body shop. The gentle-
man who operated the business also spe-
cializes in restoration of Austin Healeys.

I was a parts driver for a local auto
parts firm, when I saw it up on an align-
ment rack in his shop. Its chalky orange
paint, which I later found out was red
due to terrible oxidation, and tattered
interior no doubt indicated that it indeed
had seen better days. The grease covered
engine, along with its dry rotted hoses,
were a concern. The car did have a lot of
potential especially when the body shop
man started it up without having to get
into the car.

A week later, we had agreed upon a
price and a date to drive it home. My
motto for British Roadsters was: If you
could test drive one, or drive it home, it’s
probably worth the price that you’re
going to pay.  My first setback occurred 2
days later when I received a phone call
from the owner to inform me that when
he test drove the car the evening before,
he broke the yoke which housed the
gearshift swivel ball in the gearbox tail
shaft housing. This turned out to be a
blessing in disguise, for it knocked a cou-
ple hundred dollars off the price, and he
offered to install a new convertible top.

This allowed me to make a
large initial parts

purchase for the car
(despite having it towed).
With quite a few roadsters
that he was working on,
and no room, he needed to
find a loving home for it
fast!

Most of the time, peo-
ple that work on these cars
could be called “dedicated
visionaries”. They have to be able to see
in their “minds eye” what they want to
see when the car is finished. I had to get
an idea of how I wanted to get this car
back in shape, taking either stock restora-
tion route or modification. I chose a little
of both, starting with one part after
another until the small mountain of new
parts that I had accumulated (my initial
purchase) were gone.

One of the first parts I replaced was
the exhaust manifold with a new chrome
header. After that, I installed the
Pacesetter Monza exhaust. It really helps
to know some people that have special
skills like welding. As I read up on the
Monza racing circuit, I decided on which
way I was going to go with the car. The
Monza prancing horse motif became a
decorative styling for the Spit. It looks
like a Ferrari, but there are several differ-
ences. The bonnet badges are chrome and
black, with the horse
facing the opposite
direction as Ferrari.

The horse itself is also of a different
style, despite the fact that Ferrari never
really used any chrome or black. All of
the work that I did came from original
ideas that I had. At the time I hadn’t seen
many Spitfires, so I really wasn’t in tune
to any one else’s ideas.

The body was overall in pretty good
shape. Surprisingly, it did not have any
rust on it.

The only eyesore were 4 holes
drilled in the rear deck lid that once held
an after market black wing. It had been
cut in the middle to fit lengthwise, and
then duct taped. It was terrible. The paint
looked like tangerine orange primer from
the tremendous oxidation on it. I spent
the better part of the first year hand pol-
ishing and waxing the body with Zymol
polish, and then a carnauba wax. That
polish is expensive, but I have never seen
anything like it!

Little Red Beast
BY JEFFREY WIDMANN, INDIANA
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Mechanically, it’s really amazing how
simple the systems are on the Spitfire
compared to new automobiles manufac-
tured today. The engine compartment is
simple despite all of the usual perform-
ance enhancements, including electric fan,
twin trumpet air horns, Weber DGV car-
buretor, Petronix ignition and coil.

The Weber replaced the very worn
out Zenith Stromberg carburetor. I’ve had
all the problems that everyone talks about,
and then some. I’ve had everything from
fuel leakage close to the exhaust headers,
to unbelievably rich mixtures, to a nag-
ging idle speed problem that was depend-
ent on outside temperature. I also installed
a chrome valve cover and new fuel pump
and water pump. The best effort I tried,
was replacing most of the hose line with
chrome or copper tubing. After polishing
with Mothers Magnesium and Aluminum
Polish, I sprayed clear coat on them, oth-
erwise they tarnish after a couple weeks,
and need repolishing again.

I have had surprisingly good luck
with the electric system on the car.
EVERYTHING works on the Spit,
although I may have a sensitive connec-
tion or two. For about 2 times, I have had
to replace the ignitor electronic ignition
module on the car. They seem to be inde-
structible, but the warranty is usually
about 3 years, which is when I sometimes
start having problems. It could be some-
thing that I don’t have hooked up quite
right, or a warranty issue. I’m not so sure,
so I keep a spare. I believe I have kept all
of the major parts that I have replaced.
Most are still good, and...We’ll, you never
know!

Every spring, the engine gets a new
cap, rotor, plugs and fuel filter as well as
oil changes - flush and fills. After a few
years, starter, alternator and plug wires are
replaced. I think it’s worth the expense. 

The interior also has a lot of
enhancements to it also. I refinished the
wooden dash, to bring out the wood grain
and color. Then I installed a full set of
VDO gauges: tach, speedo, fuel, temp,
voltmeter, and oil pressure. New door trim

panels and all of the
weather-stripping
round out the interi-
or. The carpet is rela-
tively good shape
too, although it really
could be replaced.

I have also
replaced some of the
suspension compo-
nents, but not others.

That will be a major summers day project.
I did use larger Goodyear Eagle tires
instead of the donut tires that are standard
on the car. That has improved ride and
handling quite well. They look good with
the raised white letters and the spinners
mounted to the rear wheel center caps.

The car is in need of new seats. I see
that in popular catalogs entire seat assem-
blies, either bolt-to-floor or to seat tracks,
are available to all the roadsters except the
Spitfire. I have used seat covers because
new foams won’t do the trick, and I think
the driver seat frame may be failing. I am
waiting to see if bolt-on seats will become
available, or if ones from other British
roadsters will work.

With a friends help, we built a cus-
tom box, or deck for the speakers of the
radio. It fits perfectly with its dark gray
marble veneer and quick disconnects on
the sides. It is held down by a latch and
small lock system
on each side that
makes it very
secure, but also
removable when
needed.

The car origi-
nally had an over-
drive transmission
in it. The shop
owner informed me
that the reason he
purchased the car
from the seller, was
that he wanted the
overdrive from the
car to go into his
daughters Spitfire
(basically a swap).
Since he totally
restored his daugh-
ter’s car, it worked
out well for me
because I received
a totally rebuilt
transmission,
despite the broken
yoke. It did not
take long to replace

the yoke. Now since I have a standard
transmission mated to an overdrive rear
end, it has an interesting gear ratio. I have
two friends who have Spitfires (1980
1500 & 1967 MK III) and I find that mine
has really good acceleration compared to
the other two. The problem is on the high-
way, I normally turn around 3000 to 4000
rpm at 65 to 70 mph. Needless to say, I
don’t spend much time on an interstate.

In the summertime, I drive the car on
a daily basis. I try to avoid rainy days as
best I can, but despite the fact that the
convertible top has gaps between the
material and the window, it doesn’t take in
water during afternoon popcorn thunder-
storms.

I love the body lines of the Triumph
Spitfire. Everyone I see thinks that it is
just a cute little car. My personal opinion
is that if the car was just a little larger,
maybe between a TR-6 and a Healey but
with the same proportions, it would be
perfect. However, the general public
seems to like how small the car really is. 

You know, not having been able to
do the outstanding restoration job that I
wanted for this car, has in some ways
been good - besides, if the car were per-
fect I would be too scared to drive it.
Thanks to the great support from my wife
and daughter  -the “Red Beast” has been a
lot of fun! �
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African fever was still to hit me, I felt it, like the first shiv-
ers before an attack of the flu. However, nothing could go
wrong in my beautiful adventure in Africa years earlier, when
the radiator of my Range Rover felt like breaking in half in the
middle of the Western Sahara, on the Mauritanian border. It
forced me to travel by being towed behind a big smelly Iveco
six wheel drive for an entire day. It carried me to the closest
Moroccan village, where a sheet-metal worker managed patch
it. Amazing, travelling in Africa, at the capacity of the mechan-
ics, who with little means manage to repair what would be a
problem to us.

But it seems that I wasn’t recovered at all. The fever hit
me strongly when I saw, leafing through a classic car magazine,
an advert for the 5th Rome-Cartagine raid for historical cars.
This time it was serious, its one thing to go into Africa with a
well equipped cross-country vehicle, and other to go with a
Spitfire. Mine in particular, which is already falling apart just
from vibrations from cobble-stoned streets. The ones in which I
must make the sign of the cross every time that I come down
from a pavement or I pass over those cursed man-hole covers,
that are just in front of my house. I thought, in the end that per-
haps I could do it. The car is reliable. At the most, I’d break
another radiator. Everyone knows the Spit doesn’t take to warm
weather or different types petrol. Also the joints and transmis-
sion are not that robust, not to talk of the steering and suspen-
sion. However, the fever raised my temperature like the water
in my Spit. By now the only way to make it to come down was
to enroll in the raid.

28 SEPTEMBER
We left with everything having been checked meticulously.

We had packed supplies to envy a village warehouse, the car
was so loaded that it nearly made stripes in the street, with the
camber of the rear wheels making an obscene angle under the
remarkable weight of luggage. Not my luggage but my wife’s
who maybe didn’t understand that we were going for seven
days not seven months. Only Madonna on a world-wide tour
could carry so many dresses with her. Before passing the man-
hole cover in front of my house I found it necessary to recite
the entire rosary.

We arrived in Genoa on schedule. At the meeting point
there were already some thirty pre-1968 cars. There was a huge
quantity of truly interesting makes and models. Apart from our
two Spitfires there is also one 1964 TR4, some Jaguars (one
XK 120 and one XK 140), several Porsche 356s, MG A’s and
B’s, Alfa Duettos and GTs, a Mercedes 190SL, a Lancia Ardea,
a Fulvia coupe, a Chevrolet Corvette, a Saab, and a Citroen
Traction Avant, just to name a few. 

We embarked on the ship "Le Cartage", which was very
beautiful and comfortable and arrived in Tunis on the Sunday
afternoon.

1ST STAGE: 
TUNIS TO CAIRO

We exited quickly from the city with a police escort, who
closed the roads on our route meaning that we didn’t even have
to stop at the motorway tolls. After a hundred kilometres of
freeway, we turned onto the main road for Cairo. The air was
warm and the landscape fabulous. We drove into the sunset
with the roof down and bags of enthusiasm. 

In the evening we arrived in the city of Cairo, at an ancient
fortress transformed into a deluxe hotel.

2ND STAGE: 
CAIRO TO GAFSA TO TOZEUR

Here the landscape becomes more desert-like, however,
the roads were asphalted and in reasonable condition. In the
Gafsa-Tozeur stage there was a regularity test, although not in
excessive heat. In the hottest part of the day the thermometer
remains around 30 degrees centigrade, but the car goes well, the
temperature of the water never going beyond halfway.

Tozeur is truly splendid and the last city before the true
desert. We arrive in our hotel in the late afternoon, having a

Two Spits in the Desert
Raid from Rome to Cartagine 28/10-5/11/2002
ANDREA CENSI, GENOVA, ITALY, TRANSLATION BY ALAN WATT
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short time for rest before return-
ing to the cars for a nocturnal run
to the oasis.

3RD STAGE: 
TOZEUR TO CHOTT EL
DJERID TO TAMERZA

The scenery of Chott el
Djerid is incredible, extending
absolutely flat for miles to the
horizon and often forming
mirages giving the impression
that you are encircled in water. At
noon we reach the oasis of
Tamerza, close to the
Algerian border. The
heat now begins to
make itself known
and the MK 4 of my
Mauritian friend suf-
fers from the heat.
He is often forced to
turn on the heating
to in order to lower
the temperature of
the water, risking roasting his wife. But this is of little impor-
tance, what is important is not to make the Spitfire suffer.

4TH STAGE: 
TOZEUR TO PORT EL KANTAOUI

We leave the desert and head to the coast, approaching
Sousse the traffic increases and the temperature comes down.
We arrive in the evening at Port el Kantoui where there is a gala
evening with prize-giving and a parade of the cars.

In the end nearly all the cars have stood up to the trials of
the journey well. The organizers had scheduled means of assis-
tance, however only 5 cars had to cover part of the route on the
aid trucks. �
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Available in one
piece from 5.5x13
up to 8x15 and in
the Ultralite three
piece from 4.5x13
up to 9x20 with any
colour centers or
fully polished.
Centers also avail-
able in magnesium.
In three piece billet-
ed centers available
from 10” right up to
20” in a variety of
styles and finishes. 
All wheels include
nuts, center caps
and chrome valves.

Manufacturers of 
Alloy Wheels for Road,

Race & Rally Use

Superlite Wheels
104-106 Tredworth Road, 
Gloucester, GL1 4QY. UK
Tel: 44 1452 414465 
E-Mail: karen@superlite.tv  www.superlite.tv HYDRAULICS, INC.

TRIUMPH
TR2 • TR3 • TR4-4A • TR6 • TR250 • SPITFIRE • GT6

Shock Absorbers: 
REAR (Armstrong Lever).................................................. $49.95
HEAVY DUTY UPGRADE................................................ $10
REAR STUB AXLE........................................................... $245

Brake Masters: (sleeved and rebuilt)
TR6, Spitfire...................................................................... $125
Spitfire, GT6 (1968-75)..................................................... $165
TR3, 4, 4A (TR2 twin-$165).............................................. $95
Caliper (most models)....................................................... $95
Clutch Master.................................................................... $75
Brake cylinders brass sleeved.......................................... $40-60

Carburetors: (complete rebuilding)
Disassembly, cleaning, bodies rebushed, new throttle shafts, jets,
needles, float valves, gaskets, flow bench tested.......... $365/pair
Carb bodies rebushed and new throttle shafts................. $55 each

Prices shown are for exchange or yours rebuilt. Core charges
apply if items are ordered prior to (and are refunded after) our
receiving your old unit. S/H $4-$8 per item. Free Catalog. 

1610 Middle Rd, 
Calverton, NY 11933
631-369-9515
fax: 631-369-9516

Toll Free 800-882-7753
www.applehydraulics.com

VISA, MASTERCARD, COD, FREE CATALOG
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FRIDAY, MAY 23TH
In the sunshine of early afternoon, a few British cars had already arrived in

the lot of the Historic Lincoln Hotel. As the hours passed, more were arriving.
NASS members started introductions and moved all of the Spitfires together for
a better “look” to the parking lot scene.  Geof Bush arrived via a tow strap. He
had made it all the way from mid-Michigan in his 1980 Spit, only to have it
throw a rod two miles from the motel. Luckily he coasted up the exit ramp away
from the traffic, and his traveling buddies, Mike & Sandy Tilley, and Larry and
Sue Tomazsycki were following along. Out came the tow strap and Geof made it

to the hotel parking lot. Close inspection showed a 4" x 4"
hole in the block, just above the starter. Discussions were
taking place on what to do about the weekend. We loaded
the injured Spit on another members trailer so Geof & Lori
could travel during the weekend, and tow his Spit to the air-
field for pictures. With that small part of his problem solved,
we went in to enjoy the dinner and show. 

The show started before dinner and the local cast of
Laugh-In was introduced. Howard Baugues was playing the
“Dirty Old Man” known as Ben Dinroad (Bend in road!!)
Dan & Dick were there, Tiny Tim & his ukulele treated us to

a song. A Ruth Buzzy look-alike and Candi Dish, our local version of Goldie
Hahn was there. The voice of Gary Owens could be heard announcing the show
and playing vintage Sixties rock & roll. After a short skit or two, the show paus-
es for guests to enjoy dinner and games. The dinner was a buffet of chicken &
beef, with assorted veggies and rolls. A cash bar was available for those that
wanted to partake of livelier spirits than the coffee & tea that was furnished. 

Games were being played all over the dining hall. There was Twisted Brit
(Twister), Pin the tailpipe on the MGB, Giant Checkers, played with live check-
er pieces, and other games to amuse the crowd. Once the meal was finished and
the games completed, the cast took the stage for about 45 minutes of stage show,
complete with Orson Cart’s [horse and cart] (Mark Joslyn) Flower Poem, the
dirty old man hitting on the innocent old lady on the park bench, Here come de
Judge, and Sock-it to me! For those of you that were too young in the sixties or
seventies to remember Laugh-In, check you cable guides for the nostalgia and
comedy channels and you might find reruns of this classic show. 

After the dinner and show was over, members heading out to the parking
lot, the pub, and their rooms to relax or visit.
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STORY BY HOWARD BAUGUES

PHOTOS BY HOWARD BAUGUES, JAY BEST,
RICHARD CAMPI, JOE GUINAN, MIKE NELSON,
ALEXANDRE POLOZOFF AND GREG STANGL

Flying High!
Central Region Spit-Together

Urbana Illinois

Flying High!
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SATURDAY, MAY 24TH
That morning the members headed out for their country-

side journey to locate Homer Lake and share a barbequed pork
lunch. Getting near to the lake, Chris Campbell with co-pilot
Mike Ross found one bump in the road a bit too rough, and
drug bottom, possibly hitting the tailpipe to drive shaft, and
ending up with a bad vibration. They carefully turned around
and headed back to the hotel, and loaded their car on their trail-
er and headed to Frasca Field to await the rest of the group.

After lunch, the Spitfires headed back, past the hotel to
pick up any last minute participants and lead everyone to
Frasca Field, just a few miles north of the hotel. As we turned
into the hangar area, there sat this magnificent WWII Spitfire
MkXVIII in the grass just beyond the hangar. Jay Best, from

Crabtree Photography, started directing the cars in two rows of
semi-circles around the plane. Rudy Frasca, the owner of the
airfield and plane, came out saying when he heard a group of
Spitfires were coming, he had hoped we meant planes, not little
cars! Rudy was presented a six pack of Spitfire Ale and a
Spitfire Legend roundel to add to his museum. We gathered
everyone, listened to instructions from the photographer, and
posed for the panoramic photo. 

When the panoramic was finished, we moved our cars,
rolled the plane around and started setting up for individual
shots of each car with the plane. Richard Campi had brought
his 1973 ad poster of the yellow 1500 beside WWII flying Ace
Ginger Lacey in his Spitfire, and the poster was used to posi-
tion the cars to closely resemble the original ad. Some mem-
bers posed inside their cars, some stood outside their cars, some

even got out of the photo all together. But the one that had the
best position for most of those photos was Geof Bush. Yes,
despite losing his engine at the start of the show, Geof got the
rare honor and privilege of sitting in the cockpit of the plane
while wearing his leather flight helmet and goggles, giving the
thumbs up for each photo. For Geof’s car photo, members
pushed his Spit with Lori at the wheel, Geof climbed out of the
cockpit and Mike Tilley posed as pilot. When Rudy returned to
the cockpit later, he remarked that the seat looked wet. Geof
proclaimed that he never Spit in Rudy’s Pissfire, but the excite-
ment might have gotten to him.

During these photos Rudy asked if we wanted to see his
Zero replica fly. Well, sure we did. So while the individual
shots were being taken, Rudy buzzed overhead doing some
interesting maneuvers with the Zero. It is interesting to note
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The Classic Matchup?The Classic Matchup?

TRIUMPH SPITFIRE 1500 (US specifications)
Number Built: 314,332 Spitfires; 95829 1500’s
Number Still Airworthy: wish I knew
First Year: Oct. 1962

Size:
Weight: Empty 1,814 lbs., Max 2,339 lbs.
Length:  12ft. 5in.
Height: 3ft. 9in.
Width: 4ft. 10.5in.

Engine: 
Triumph I-4 piston engine
Displacement: 91 cu.in.
Weight: 220 lbs.
53 hp at 5500 rpm 
Zenith-Stromberg carburetor

Performance: 
Maximum Speed: ~94 mph
Range: 297 miles
Mileage: 25-30 mpg

Fuel:
9.9 gallons 
91 octane fuel

Wheels/tires:
4 1/2 x 13, 155SR x 13 tires

Handling:
0.87g

SUBMARINE SPITFIRE MKXVIII 

Number Built: 20,334 Spitfires; 2,556 Seafires
Number Still Airworthy: ~50
First Year: 1938 first Mk I Spitfire was delivered to the RAF

Size:
Weight: Empty 4,998 lbs., Max Takeoff 7775 lbs.
Length: 31ft. 3in.
Height: 12ft. 7in.
Width (wingspan): 36ft. 10in.

Engine: 
Rolls-Royce Griffon V-12 Supercharged
Displacement: 1,649 cu.in.
Weight: 1,690 lbs.
2500 HP at 3000 rpm at 7000 feet
Bendix-Stromberg carburetor

Performance: 
Maximum Speed: 408 mph
Range: 434 miles
Mileage: 1-1.25 gal./minute

Fuel:
92 gallons (57 in the top tank, 35 in the bottom tank)
87 octane fuel

Wheels/tires:
4 1/2 x 13, 155SR x 13 tires

Handling:
?g
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that this Zero replica was used in the filming of Tora, Tora,
Tora, the Pearl Harbor movie made in the late sixties. After
Rudy came down for a safe landing, his son Tom Frasca took
of in a Russian Acrobatic plane and gave us even more of an
air show. We were frozen in place watching these planes go
through their paces. Then Rudy asked if we wanted to hear the
Spitfire Rolls Royce engine fire up. We all begged for that
treat, and Bill Miller stood ready with a large fire extinguisher
just in case the Griffon engine really spit fire. It took about 10-
15 minutes of prepping and priming before the engine growled
to life. Rudy gave the engine full throttle and swung it around
so that we were all feeling the thrust from the propeller. We

could hardly stand up against the force of that engine. Rudy
taxied the plane around the grassy areas along the paved run-
way and then brought the plane back to the hangar. Some mem-
bers had a chance to visit the Frasca Air Museum and see
Rudy’s P-51 Mustang, the P-40, and several other pieces of air
history that are preserved at this little airfield. 

Those of us that stayed for the air show & Spitfire engine
running, were asked to help push the Zero, the Spitfire, and the
Acrobatic planes back in the hangar. Everyone rushed to grab
on to their piece of the Spitfire. As we pushed the plane slowly
in the hangar, Rudy jokingly said, “I bet none of you will wash
your hands for a week now!” With all the planes safely tucked
away, we said goodbye to Rudy, and his son Tom, and headed
back to the hotel. The street concert was already started near
the hotel.

At 6pm a large group of NASS members walked
over to the Office Bar & Grill to enjoy an evening of
food, friends, and spirits....  When the food disap-
peared and pitchers were refilled, Joe Guinan started us
out telling about ourselves, our cars, our friendships, or what-
ever bubbled up. As each person was finishing their “speech” a
“1...2...3... Sit down & shut up!” was shouted by the entire
group. Laughter erupted then the next person would stand and
take the same abuse. We all got to hear how the Tilley’s have
had Spitfires in their lives for many years, and that Mike Tilley
is a lucky man to have a wife that said, “Honey, go buy another
Spitfire!” The Tilford’s shared their story of how you can’t real-

ly budget for repairs on a
Spitfire, and how Bill sold his
Jaguar so he could find a
Spitfire to enjoy. One by one
we would all share something,
whether car related, or on a
personal level.

We wandered back to the
hotel parking lot, where the
street party was still going on.

The Imitation Beatles
were playing, and sound-
ed pretty good. Some
members stayed for the
music, some headed off
to bed, and some headed
to nearby pubs to check
out suds.

Central Spit-Together 2003
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front row L to R
Larry & Sue Tomaszycki, MI  78 Spit 1500
Howard & Ginny Baugues, IN  76 Spit 1500
Mark Hudson, IL  65 Spit MkII 
Brett Wilson & Bill Miller, IN  66 Spit MkII 
Kevin Ludwig, IN  67 Spit MkII
plane 
Lori Day & Geof Bush, MI  80 Spit 1500
Mike Nelson & Joe Guinan, NE  80 Spit 1500
Dan Hunt, WI  73 Spit 1500
Mike & Sandy Tilley, MI  76 Spit 1500
Howard Baugues*, Mike Ross & Chris Campbell, OH  68 Spit MkIII

second row L to R
Marie & Bill Tilford, KY  79 Spit 1500
Alex Polozoff & Sandra McGuinness, IL  76 Spit 1500
Susan Beauchamp & Richard Campi, IN  75 Spit 1500
Bob Arnett & Linda Wood, IN  78 Spit 1500
John Lamberg, MO  79 Spit 1500
RR-Unknown
MGC-Unknown
Spit-Unknown
MGB-Unknown
Rudy Frasca, IL  53 MGTD
plane
TR3-Unknown
Healey-Unknown
Gary Durham , WI  74 Spit 1500
Jeff McCoy , IA   80 Spit 1500
Spit-Unknown
MGB-Unknown
TR6-Unknown
* Howard, the sly one, took advantage of the camera’s slow multiple exposure 
allowing him to be in the same photo twice!
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SUNDAY, MAY 25TH
At 7am there was a breakfast run, some participated in, and

other members prepared their cars for the show. The Spitfires
were giving one long area to park, and we overfilled it. We
parked some Spits around the corner in front of other cate-
gories. We had 22 Spits present, beaten only by the featured
marque of the Champagne British Car Festival, the Chrome
bumpered MGBs, which had 26 cars present. A very nice show-
ing for our Spitfires. Lots of interest was shown in our cars, by
the amount of questions asked and photos taken in that area.
Rudy Frasca even came by to see our cars in formation and
check out our club regalia. His flight cap now sports a gold
NASS pin and he has a “Spit-Together 3” T-shirt to show off to
his Spitfire buddies. 

At 3pm everyone headed inside the mall for the awards
presentation. First, the CBCF awards were given. Geof Bush &
Lori Day won the hardship award, which included a free nights
stay at the hotel, and a free dinner at the Office
Bar & Grill. NASS awards were given after the
CBCF awards and door prizes were finished.
The trophy winners are:

A- Early Spits 62-70 
1st - Kevin Ludwig, Red 67 MkII 
2nd - Mark Hudson, Red 67 MkII

B- Late Spits 71-80
1st - Pete Eckstein, White 80 1500
2nd - Richard Campi, Yellow 75 1500
3rd - Geof Bush, “Holy” Red 80 1500

We had some many cars in the late category that we 
added a trophy for third.
C- GT6s - no entries
D- Daily Driver Spits/GT6s

1st - Alex Polozoff, Brown 76 1500
2nd - Jeff McCoy, Blue 80 1500

E- Diamond in the Rough (sponsored by Spitbits): 
Chris Campbell, BRG 68 MkIII 

F- Other British: Mark Joslyn, Maroon 75 TR6
G- Farthest Traveled: Joe Guinan, 518 miles
H- Officers Choice: Bill Tilford, Red 79 1500

It was tough deciding who should receive the Officers
Choice award. There were so many nice cars, and so many
members that had put out the effort to attend. Gary Durham’s
Spit looked really good, and sported a custom made center con-
sole. Dan Hunt’s Spitfire made it down from Wisconsin running
on three plugs, one had fowled out. Mike & Sandy Tilley’s
Spitfire had made its first long voyage from Charlevoix, MI to
Urbana, IL and looked great after dodging debris falling from
Geof Bush’s Spit. Kevin Ludwig’s MkII is a nice example of
how to bring a basket case back from the dead and make it
shine. Pete Eckstein’s 80 Spitfire included a nice Rimmer roll-
bar. Richard Campi’s 75 Spit is a good example of how to keep
an original Spitfire. Richard purchased his Spitfire new way
back when. All of the cars that attended were worthy of tro-

phies, but we did not have enough to go
around. Joe & I decided that Bill Tilford’s 79
Spitfire was deserving of the Officers Choice
award, as a nicely restored Spitfire, that was
well cared for, and had just finished an engine
rebuild that day before the Spit-Together.

We handed out door prizes, and even
made one “bag-lady” very happy with a
Spitfire/GT6 magazine and some event pins.
She ran out of the mall smiling, reading the
magazine with every step, so maybe there will
be another Spitfire owner in the near future for
the Urbana area. At least she stayed for the
entire awards presentation, most of the non-
Triumph owning community left at the begin-
ning of our ceremonies. Geof & Lori were
able to get their Spit back to Michigan with
the aid of Jeff Zorn of the Little British Car
Company. All in all, we had great weather,
great fellowship, and a very memorable week-
end. �

Central Spit-Together 2003
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On Sunday, 27th April 2003 the Swiss Spitfire Club
invited its members to the yearly Spring Drive. The venue for
our meeting was Villmergen, not far from Zurich, a village
with 5,000 inhabitants, founded in 1185. In the square, in the
centre of the village, a Scottish piper wearing the traditional
kilt awaited the people. 26 cars joined the drive, which is
more than we have had in a long time, these included
Spitfires, a Herald and a Vitesse. All tops down, we braved the
chilly temperatures and headed north towards the region of
Basle. For one and a half hours, the route lead us through
rolling hills and farmlands following small side roads where
little traffic was expected. One of Switzerland’s few nuclear
power stations, situated along the river Rhine, welcomed us
with its cloud of vapor long before we actually got there.
Since we had visited such a station a few years ago, we did
not stop, but continued a few kilometres up the hill. There we
came across the perfect spot for a barbeque, which was conve-

niently located next to a parking lot, which meant we did not
have to walk too far with our tables, chairs and food. We are a
driver’s and not a walker’s club after all!

The sun was barely able to break through the clouds, so it
remained a rather gray day with very little sunshine. We even
had to put the roofs up during the picnic when it suddenly
started to hail. Luckily none of the cars were damaged. Fair
enough, it only started raining once we had finished eating but
nevertheless, we would have preferred to stay a bit longer in
order to enjoy the scenery. Anyway, all tops up, we packed
our stuff, drove another hour and ended up in a restaurant that
happened to be on the way. Tea, coffee and cakes were served
which made up for the short picnic and brought back the good
mood that usually exists during such events. Our loved ones,
the cars not our wives, had to remain outside where they at
least received a good wash by the rain that got heavier and
heavier. �
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Spring Drive 2003 SWISS SPITFIRE CLUB

VILLMERGEN SWITZERLAND, APRIL 27, 2003

PHOTOS AND TEXT BY STEPHAN SIEBURG
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When you attend the gathering in Townsend there are two things I have
been able to count on: #1 be able to find plenty of great Spitfire and GT6’s
on display, and #2 see many more great and interesting Spitfires in the park-
ing lots....

This year did not disappoint. 
Sue Snyder’s magnificent 1973 GT6 end-capped the Spitfire contin-

gency on display. Also participating were Bob Steven’s and his 1978 Yellow
Spitfire, Bill Hall in his Maroon ‘78, George Mason with his beautiful 1964
Spitfire. Brian Howard ventured in from Kentucky to display his 1970 GT6,
and Marvin & Judy Slagle drove their Spitfire all the way from Green, KY
complete with a 1969 GT6 engine  - Marvin installed and modified the bon-
net to fit. No trailer queens here, just real Spitfires with real drivers! 

The parking lot once again found no less than 4 other Spitfires parked
including a beautiful low mileage Spitfire with dealer tags and a for sale
sign. A restorable GT6 was also offered for sale for only $850 (Brian
Howard may have ended that sale soon?). 

Good weather, good folks, great cars, make the 17th annual gathering
an event we are already looking forward to next year. �
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16th Annual British Car Gathering BLOUNT BRITISH CARS LTD.

TOWNSEND, TENNESSEE, MAY 3, 2003

PHOTOS  BY TOM & BRETT BROBERG
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Britain on the Green CAPITAL TRIUMPH REGISTER

ALEXANDRIA VIRGINIA, MAY 4, 2003

This year’s Britain on the Green show
had a new location for 2003. Named for
British Admiral Lord Cuthbert Collingwood,
hero of the Battle of Trafalgar, the
Collingwood Library and Museum, located
between Alexandria and Mount Vernon,
Virginia, was once part of George
Washington’s River Farm.  With sweeping
lawns, ample shade, and vistas of the
Potomac River, the site proved to be ideal for
a British car show.  

This year’s show attracted over 170 reg-
istrants who took part in participants’ choice
judging and enjoyed live entertainment, chil-
dren’s activities, a silent auction, and access
to the house and grounds.

The sixth annual Britain on the Green
show was a complete success with awards
presented in more than 20 classes. Eleven
Spitfires and GT6s participated in the show.
Prizes were awarded to: 1st James Jones,
1965 Spitfire; 2nd Charlie Brown, 1972
Spitfire; and 3rd Art Fournier, 1976 Spitfire
1500.  Special awards included Spectators’
Choice won by Jim Sasser’s 1957 Jaguar XK
140 and Best of Show won by Michael
Winston’s 1959 Bentley SI coupe. �

STORY BY ART FOURNIER, PHOTOS  BY JULIUS TOLENTIO
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Chateau Élan 2003 was a cloudy, gloomy, overcast day
that had most wondering if we were going to get drenched.
As it turned out, it was rather pleasant not having the sun
beating down on us as has been the case in recent years.  The
threat of rain however seemed to keep a good number of folks
home as we had one of the lowest turnouts that we’ve had in
the past few years.  Still, the rain did at least hold off till I was
on the way home.

The big news of the show was that Paul Logue retired his
multi-multi-multi award winning maroon ‘77 Spitfire 1500
from Chateau Élan competition.  This was a very gracious
move on his part as any of us would admit that his car would
easily bring home first place at most any show it attended.
Paul’s car is not all show however as we have been on many
runs with him and his very pleasant wife Vicki.  Paul puts a
number of miles on the car each year and isn’t afraid to really
put his foot into it and really drive it.  The car, with Paul at
the controls, is a veteran of the famous “Deal’s Gap” in
Western North Carolina (318 turns in 11 miles).

With Paul out of the running however, the competition
heated up a bit in the Spitfire class this year.  Having sold my
own ‘65 Spitfire recently, I was out of the running as well
although Angie and I did take 2nd and 3rd in the TR7/8 class
with our new TR8’s.  Taking home first prize in the Spitfire &

GT6 class was Aaron Aaron in his BRG Spit 6 conversion.
Yes, his first name is the same as his last name.  I wouldn’t
make that up. Aaron’s Spit 6 runs a Toyota 5 speed gearbox
and drew quite a large amount of interest as I believe this was
his first time at the Chateau Élan show. Second place was
claimed by Bob Bryan and his 1970 GT6+. Bob’s GT6 is back
on the road following a nasty bash in the boot from a speeding
Mini Cooper during the December 2001 polar bear run.  The
Mini rear ended Bob and his wife Marilyn while we were
temporarily stopped waiting for everyone to catch up.  Bob
and a few club members managed to patch together the GT6
and replaced a broken fuel line on the side of the road and
completed the run that day. Third place in the Spitfire/GT6
class was claimed by Pete Nicholls with his red 1500 sporting
a Weber carb.

All in all, the threat of rain didn’t really dampen anyone’s
enthusiasm.  If anything, it made the day a bit more pleasant
by cooling things off a tad and keeping most of us from get-
ting cooked like we have in years past.  As in years past, the
Georgia Triumph Association provided a BBQ lunch for mem-
bers & new members who joined at the show.  I think those
who did attend were glad they came out as it turned out to be
a pretty enjoyable day. �
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Chateau Élan BRITISH MOTORCAR CLUB OF ATLANTA

NEAR ATLANTA GEORGIA, MAY 17, 2003

PHOTOS AND STORY BY JEREMY WHITEHEAD

1ST

2ND
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18th Annual ABFM Classic Car Show
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, MAY 17, 2003

PHOTOS BY FRED GRIFFITHS

Dick Frankish from Whiterock, BC, at the boot of his dark blue 1967 MK 2.  Dick says he
has owned 32 Spitfires, restored 5 since 1991.

Ray Sketh’s beautiful 1978 1500.  Ray won ribbons for Best Debuting Restoration under
$35,000 and First Time Entry.

Dan Stewart’s very clean Primrose 1970 GT6+ driven up from Renton, WA.

The original bill of sale in his mother’s name.  Note the initial price of $2595 Canadian
dollars! And ‘No Charge’ for replacing rear winter tires.

A very nice Java 1500 in the front.  Behind Robert Moll from North Vancouver looking in
the boot of his original Inca Yellow 1970 MK 3. The car has been in his family since new.
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BritFest 2003 CALGARY MG CAR CLUB

ALBERTA CANADA, JUNE 13, 2003

PHOTOS BY FRED GRIFFITHS
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Monacu to Brighton Run AMICALE SPITFIRE (FRENCH SPITFIRE CLUB)

FRANCE, JUNE 14, 2003

PHOTOS BY AZURA JEROME

What better place to
show off a trio of
Spitfires than at an
MG club event?
BritFest 2003, a
Calgary MG Car Club
Event was held in
Cochrane, Alberta,
and attracted over 
50 vehicles.  Three
which attracted atten-
tion in the centre of
the parking lot were a
1963 Spitfire 4 (aka
Mk 1) owned by
Nikky Kruger; a 
1980 1500 owned by
Edwina Aresnault;
and a 1971 MK IV
owned by Fred
Griffiths, all of
Calgary. �
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On June 15th, 2003 in the small town of Sussex,
Wisconsin, several hundred British cars gathered in a
beautiful village green. Over 20 spitfires were in atten-
dance, some from over 250 miles away. Cars were
grouped by marque encircling the very large green park.
This is a panorama attempt which really doesn’t do the
scene justice.

Of the many cars one of interest was a Spitfire with
a Datsun B-210 engine. The owner says it’s a dream to
maintain. He uses it as a daily driver averaging over 
250 miles a week, year round. �
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British Car Field Day
SUSSEX WISCONSIN, JUNE 15, 2003

PHOTOS AND STORY BY CHRIS YOUNG

M a g a z i n e

www.Britishtoolbox.com
or call 865-690-0522

back issues

Download Issues 2 & 3 FREE at www.triumphspitfire.com
#1 #4 #5 #7 #8 #10#1 #4 #5 #7 #8 #10 #11

a r e  s t i l l  a v a i l a b l e

only $595
each
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John: It’s a silly question I know, but
how do you decide who wins and who
looses? Do all the judges get together
before a show and decide what they will
be looking for or use a standard set of
rules at all shows?
Bill: At, for instance the Vintage
Triumph Register events, we have defi-
nite guidelines to follow, have a lengthy
meeting the day before the judging and a
breakfast the morning of. The meeting is
mostly to train the newer judges and then
the morning of judging, the chief judge
of each group is to have a refresher meet-
ing with his crew.

J: I was at a show recently where one of
the non-original Spitfires entered was
clearly the crowd favorite without a
speck of dirt on it BUT it was painted a
non-Triumph paint color, its engine block
painted to match, had a Weber (and no
emissions), Minilite wheels, and many

decals/stripes/flashy stuff that did not
come from the factory. I would think the
Spitfire parked beside it was the more
likely winner... it was a 76 daily driver so
paint was not perfect but was original. It
had a factory hardtop, original interior,
ZS carb and all emissions. It was no
where near as pretty but everything
except filters and brake pads was original
or factory spec. Should a perfect, non-
original car beat out a not so perfect orig-
inal car?
B: No. Shows I judge such as VTR start
out with 400 points when judging each
car and points are deducted for every
non-original item. That's what we are
looking for: originality. Non-original
paint color is a very big deduction and
has killed a lot of cars!!

J: So bad paint might beat pretty? I can
imagine the owner with the perfect paint
would be angry.

B: We prefer the term “patina” to bad
paint, and yes it often does. We consider
the condition of the paint combined with
all other wear factors. Being original is
not a real big factor in judging, keeping
them up in good presentable condition is
most important. Preservation is VTR's
goal.

One other big factor is cleanliness,
if the underside is packed with grease, oil
and mud, many points are deducted.

J: Why would you say that? You mean
you have judged cars that were entered
but not clean?
B: Over the years I've seen so many cars
in the Concours that didn't belong there.
Not just from a cleanliness standpoint but
general, overall appearance; they would-
n't even place in the people's choice area.
I have always really felt sorry for them,
but we are not allowed to say anything to
the owners, just deduct gobs of points. �

You Be The Judge!
An interview with Bill McDevitt, 
VTR event judge for Spitfire Class

You Be The Judge!
An interview with Bill McDevitt, 
VTR event judge for Spitfire Class

Have you ever wondered how one car beats another at car shows? I have and thought I would ask an “expert”. Bill McDevitt has
been judging British car shows for many years specializing in the early Spitfire category.
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Several months ago, landscaper
Thomas Farley of Cherry Street was talk-
ing to his brother Daniel, now a resident
of Illinois. Daniel Farley, knowing of
Tom’s interest in restoring old boats, sug-
gested he try to salvage the Amphicar,
which was reportedly at the bottom of
the Stockbridge Bowl.

“The what?” asked Tom Farley.
A few weeks ago, after learning

just what the Amphicar was and after
making some plans, Tom Farley contact-
ed an Eagle reporter and expressed his
intention to find the vehicle, suggesting it
might make a story.

“The what?” asked the reporter.
A few days later, the reporter, nosing

around, asked Police Chief Richard B.
Wilcox if he had ever heard the story of
the Amphicar that sank in Stockbridge
Bowl.

“The what?” asked Wilcox.
On Saturday, Farley and a dive team

composed of residents Jay Rhind and
Neal Haywood, as well as a support team
of John Hart and his sons Patrick and
Brian Hart, Farley’s son Connor Farley,
Ned Baldwin, Diana Ubertini and
Rhind’s wife, Chantel Rhind, raised the
Amphicar. And now, anyone who wants
to know what an Amphicar is can see it
at Farley’s landscaping office. For a little
while, anyway.

Or you can keep reading.
The Amphicar, which was manufac-

tured by Amphicar Corp., is just what it
suggests: a hybrid vehicle that can travel
on land and water. About 4,500 were pro-
duced in Germany from 1962 to 1967,
according to amphicars.com, the official
Web site of the Amphicar. The company
was initially funded by the German gov-

ernment, although there are connections
with some other German manufacturers
such as Borgward, Mercedes and

BMW. The engine
used was

straight from the Triumph Herald
(although the Spitfire and Herald share
the same engine, the Spit’s engine was
considered “too racy” with its higher
compression and a hotter cam than the
Herald.)

About 3,700 of the vehicles were
exported to the United States. They
remain the only nonmilitary amphibious
vehicles to ever be commercially pro-
duced. And, with myriad safety rules and
regulations governing both automobiles
and boats, there is relatively little chance
another such vehicle will be manufac-
tured in the future.

The car is airtight: The motor is in
the rear and the doors seal in the same
manner as a refrigerator. There are pro-
pellers under the rear bumper that move
the car along in the water. The vehicle
looks like a 1960s version of a futuristic
car, with high rear fins, a spotlight on the
hood and curving bumpers. The car is
made of steel and can run up to 6 knots
in the water and 70 mph on land. Besides
the normal accessories that would be
associated with a car, the Amphicar also
has a bilge pump. In its heyday, it record-
ed some impressive trips, including from
Africa to Spain, San Diego to Catalina
Island and France to England.

Though it sounds like a
pretty cool toy, it wasn’t wide-
ly popular. The Germans built
it but didn’t really market it,
according to the Web site. So
there was simply no interest
for a car that was equally use-
ful on land or water. And,
eventually, the Germans
stopped building them.

But businessman Steven
Cooperman had an Amphicar.
And one summer night in
1987, Cooperman and three

companions took a ride on the
Stockbridge Bowl. The story varies

a little here, but a few people familiar
with it say that the passengers had a few
drinks. Cooperman, who now resides in
Florida, could not be reached for com-
ment on this.

Regardless of how it happened, one
of Cooperman’s passengers, a woman,
was leaning over in the vehicle and fell
out. Another passenger leaned over to
pull her back in but the car tipped, and
water started pouring in. The cars are all
convertibles, and Cooperman had the top
down.

Faster than you can say “Titanic,” 
the Amphicar sank to the bottom of
Stockbridge Bowl. Cooperman and his
passengers escaped and swam to shore.
But they didn’t tell a soul, including the
police. When asked about the incident,
Wilcox said he did not know of an
amphibious vehicle that sank to the bot-
tom of Stockbridge Bowl in 1987.
“I don’t have any record of anything like
that,” Wilcox said. “That’s very interest-
ing.”

Fast forward 16 years. Dan Farley
mentions the Amphicar, and Tom is
instantly intrigued. He begins asking
around, and it turns out that the
Amphicar is something of an urban leg-
end in Stockbridge. Several people knew
the story, but didn’t know exactly where
the car had sunk or whether it had ever
been recovered. Tom Farley began talk-
ing to more people, trying to figure out a
way to find the vehicle. He found that
one of the men who helped search for the
Titanic, Gary Kozak, lived in upstate
Vermont. Kozak, who was also in on a
search for the Loch Ness monster, had a
sonar device that, when used in conjunc-
tion with a global positioning system
(GPS), could locate underwater objects.

Farley called Cooperman, who
agreed to pay for the search. Farley
assembled his team, including the divers,
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Raising an Amphicar
BY DEREK GENTILE, BERKSHIRE EAGLE, PITTSFIELD, MASS.
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and waited for a nice
day to go out and
search.

They gridded out
Stockbridge Bowl
and, using the sonar
device and GPS,
located the car fairly
quickly in early
May. It was almost
in the exact middle
of the lake, about 50
feet down in its

deepest part. They also picked up four other sunken objects that are
probably boats... (maybe another Farley project for another day). 

Rhind and Haywood went down to see what was what on May
16. The sonar had picked up what looked like the car. The trouble
was, the divers couldn’t see anything. Literally.

“Visibility was zero at the bottom, with all the silt and mud at the
bottom of the Bowl,” Farley said. “There’s 6 to 10 feet of silt down
there. Jay put a flashlight up to his mask and couldn’t see the light.
Those guys were swimming blind down there.” So it took a couple of
days to actually physically find the car. The divers knew it was there,
but it was like diving blindfolded.

Eventually, though, Rhind’s ankle hit the front of the car. The
divers attached lines and flotation balloons to the car. Then came the
tricky part.

The divers, again working blind, had to connect the balloons to
the vehicle in such a way that it would come to the surface in a level
position. Why? Because the only way Farley could think of to get the
car out of the lake was to attach a winch to the front and pull it out,
assuming that the wheels still worked. The car itself was partially
buried, with about 5 feet of its front end facing upward. After several
tries, Rhind and Haywood attached four flotation balloons to the vehi-
cle. On Saturday, they were ready to bring it up.

“You have to give all the credit in the world to those guys,” said
Farley of Rhind and Haywood. “They did a tremendous job. They
were working in very tough conditions, and when we inflated the bal-
loons, the car came right up, right side up. It was amazing.” They used
Farley’s pontoon boat to tow it to shore, which was accomplished in
about a half hour on Saturday morning. “The pontoon boat turned out
to be a perfect boat to get the car up,” said Farley. “It worked nicely.”

As it came ashore, the car didn’t look too bad for something that
had been submerged for 16 years. The top half, of course, was
drenched with silt. But the bottom half, which had been submerged,
looked clean. “Look at these tires,” said John Hart, kicking them like
a used_car salesman. “Perfect.” The windshield didn’t have a crack in
it, and while the cream-colored interior was a little muddy, the seat
covers were not cracked or worn at all. There was even a pair of sweat
pants in the back seat. Farley said he was worried about leaking oil or
gasoline, but the car remained airtight as it was brought out of the
water, and only small amounts of fuel escaped.

“They really are tough machines,” he said. “The engine is in great
shape and so is the battery.”

Farley’s next step is to restore the vehicle. The Amphicar Web site
estimates that there are about 500 vehicles still in use. Farley, who has
already contacted several restorers, wants to make that number 501.

“Jay and Neal got involved because they wanted to use this as a
training exercise,” he said. “But we all wanted to do it because it was
something neat to try, an adventure, I guess. And that’s what it turned
out to be. �
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Austin Healey
MGA
MGB & MGC
AH Sprite & MG Midget
TR2, 3, 4, 4A, 250
TR6
TR7 & TR8
Spitfire & GT6
Sunbeam Alpine & Tiger

Free Catalogs
Quality Parts & Accessories � Great Prices

� Easy Ordering 7 Days A Week.

Order Your FREE Catalog Online At

www.victoriabritish.com

Call Toll Free All USA & Canada

1-800-255-0088

“Keep’em on
the Road”™

The most accurate, fully illustrated, completely detailed

catalogs available ... Free!

GREAT PRICES on thousands of original equipment, repro-
duction and high performance parts plus accessories, uphol-
stery, rubber and chrome trim.  The most complete up to date
product information available.  Huge amounts of inventory
and a modern, computerized warehouse provides the specif-
ic parts you need in the shortest time possible, delivered to
your door!  Restoring or maintaining your automotive pride
and joy has never been more convenient.

OUCH

Cure the “Spit Sag”

to order visit:

Products for the British Car Enthusiast 
parts, books, manuals, clothing, tools...

or call

865-690-1737

Order a heavy-duty rear spring and fix that lean
on your 71-80 Spitfire.

Built the same as the stock spring with an extra
leaf so you get a stiffer rear end and the stock

ride height. Kit also includes end bushings.

Only $149
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Last issue we took you around a
couple race tracks.  This time, let's look
at the "boring" part of racing - TEST-
ING.  Testing makes long, hot, sweaty
days.  You might run 20 laps or 1 lap.
Stop, look at a specific item, reset and go
again.  We were fortunate to have
Goodyear for a sponsor for many years.
One of the perks was Goodyear would
rent race tracks and their teams could go
test for a day or 2.  You always went with
a specific objective in mind.  One year at
Sebring, Team Rahal was testing prior to
the Miami street race.  Since I knew
Bobby, we wandered over and watched.
They were trying to set the car for best
transient response in a hard braking, tight
turn situation.  This is typical of tempo-
rary courses on city streets.  There was a
3 or 4 block straight ending in a 90
degree turn. The team was using the short
course - less wasted time going all the
way around to use one specific corner.
As the car approached the hairpin, pylons
were put across the track to indicate the
braking point  Each lap, the pylons were
moved closer to the entrance of the turn.
The idea was to see how far you could go
into the turn and still be able to make the
turn and have decent exit speed. This
went on for about half the day.  They
would adjust brake bias and try again.
Adjust sway bar or springs and try again.
Not very exciting but pays big rewards in

terms of winning.
We had our own tire engineer both

trackside and also on test days.  On race
weekends, our engineer would come up
and tell us “with this compound, this
temp and this humidly, etc, you need to
qualify on the 3rd lap.”  He wasn’t kid-
ding, the car was slower on lap 4.  If you
saw you couldn't have a clean track for
lap 3, you would pull in and start the
sequence over again.  

Because track time was valuable, we
arrived ready to run.  We had a list of
objectives for the day and then work
through that list.  A few laps to make
sure everything was warmed up - car,
tires, driver - then on with the first test.
We would run a fuel program to see how
light a fuel load we could use to run  “x”
many laps. Pump the tank dry, put in 4
gallons of fuel and then run at race speed
until you ran out.  Note where it started
to indicate it was going dry and how far
you got from that point.  Send out the
tow car and pull the race car back to the
pits.  Repeat this several times to make
sure the results were consistent. Now you
know for that track with that temperature,
you could go that far with that amount of
fuel. Very handy if you wanted to do a
few laps of qualifying with the car as
light as possible.  

We would put chalk on the edge of
the tires to see how much the tire “rolled

over” with a certain tire pressure. 
This would go on all day, then you

got to spend several hours going over in-
car video to see what would happen if
you turned in early, used the brakes later,
etc.  The next day, you started over with
new tests or reran with some changes to
the car.

We used this knowledge to develop
some of the products we sell.  When we
did the TR8 sway bar program we started
with a 150' diameter skidpad. This is
nothing more than an expanse of pave-
ment that would allow us to draw a cir-
cle.  In this case 150' diameter circle was
drawn on the pavement.  The object was
to go around this circle as fast as you
could with out going inside the line
(oversteer) or not being able to keep the
front wheels on the line because the car
wouldn’t turn (understeer).  We would
start with the stock swaybars.  Roll the
car forward and backward in a straight
line to settle the suspension, then go run
5 laps to the left.  We would time each
lap and the total time.  Stop the car, roll it
again to settle the suspension and go do it
all over.  This happened several times to
establish a good base line.  The same
procedure would be repeated going top
the right.  Then the car was brought in.
Sway bars changed immediately, so the
sun would not change the pavement tem-
perature, go back out and do the same

thing all over.  In the
case of the sway
bars, we averaged
0.3 second quicker
per lap with the new
bars and recorded 1
lap that was 0.7 sec-
ond quicker.  Not
much but when you
figure this was in a
relatively small area
it was a real
improvement.  

Testing pays off.
It improves the car,
your race record and,
in our case, carries
back to the street in
the form of proven
products.

Next time we’ll
take you around
some major road race
courses. �
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“

Be sure to check website
often for specials and 

used sports cars

Rebuilt Cylinder Heads
Before leaving us every head is:
• cleaned & degreased
• Magnafluxed
• Pressure tested
• Receives a 3-angle valve grind

Call for price
Price dependent on modifications performed. 

Urethane Suspension 
Bushing Kits!
Steering rack mount kit    $12/pair
Front A-arm kit   $40/set
Rear trailing arm kit (Spitfire) $19.95
Sway bar mount kit $16/set
Call for other applications or info about
Nylatron or Delrin bushings

Stainless Steel Braided Brake
Hose Set
• Available for all British Cars
• Better pedal feel
• Safer

$7295 $6495

TSI Automotive
108 S. Jefferson St.
Pandora, Ohio, USA 45877
ph. (800) 543-6648 (USA/Canada)
ph. (419) 384-3022 - tech/general info
fax (419) 384-3272 - 24 hrs

www.tsimportedautomotive.com

30+ years of selling, racing, servicing British cars

British Car Parts
New • Used • Rebuilt • Competition

Gear
Reduction
Starters

$19595
• Higher torque
• Lighter weight
• Bearings vs Bushings
• Eliminates “hot start syndrome”
Best Gear Reduction starter 
available, call us to find out why!

Dual Carb Kit
• European 1 1/2" SU’s (used)
• Intake manifold
• All linkage

$250Mk3-1500
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Straight forward enough, but what
about that whining noise from the rear
end of your Spitfire? Or that ‘Clickety-
clack’ from the axle shafts on your GT6?
You can only turn your radio up so loud,
and some noises, if left too long, can
become very expensive.

WHINING NOISES
Not just the sound commonly heard

around gas stations, going on about the
price of gas, but a constant noise from
the rear end of the car, under acceleration
and drive. Usually, the whine disappears
entirely, or becomes very low on the
overrun or when coasting.

This is a sign that the hardening on
the crown wheel has worn through. It can
also be that the crown and pinion, rela-
tive to each other, are out of position, i.e.
wrongly set up on rebuild.

Wear in the pinion bearings can also
cause the pinion to move out of position,
however, this will be accompanied by oil
leaking from the front seal in the differ-
ential. As a consequence, if not kept
topped up, the oil will drain out causing
the differential to seize.

THAT WORRISOME
“CLICKETY-CLACK!”

A ‘Click-Click-Click-Click’ (rhyth-
mic tapping) when slowing down (com-
ing from one side or the
other at the rear

end) is caused by the universal joints.
This is due to wear either in: the ‘U’

joints themselves, a warn yoke or flange,
or end float in the ‘U’ joints.

Wear in the ‘U’ joints can only be
cured by replacement. Wear in the yoke
or flange is evident from the snap ring
(circlip) rubbing against the ‘U’ joint and
causing a shiny ring. The only permanent
cure for this is to replace the yoke or
flange.

If the noise persists after all the
above has been done, then the problem is
end float in the ‘U’ joints. The cure for
this is to fit oversize snap rings to give
preload in both planes. 

A further word on universal joint
wear. In severe cases, the ‘U’ joints will
feel loose when tested by hand, but this
is not always the case. However, once
taken apart, the problem should be evi-
dent. Marks worn in the cross-shaft by
the roller bearings, rusty bearings, cross-
shaft and cup, or the insides in various
stages of disintegration.

You can get greasable universal
joints which, if greased at regular inter-
vals, should last longer. The grease nip-
ple has to be removed after each greas-
ing, otherwise as the ‘U’ joint is turning,
it gets trapped and is broken off. To
avoid dirt getting in once you have
removed the grease nipple, install a

small plug of the correct size.

GRINDING NOISE
THAT WON’T
GO AWAY!

A continuous
grinding noise from
one side of the rear
of the car. The

usual suspect for
this is the

needle roller bearing in the half-shaft hub.
When it starts to wear, it eats it’s way
into the half-shaft (the bearing surface
being the half-shaft itself) causing a con-
tinuous grinding noise.

This is one of those expensive nois-
es in that it can mean that the half-shaft
has to be scrapped. Although I have had
a machinist repair a pair of them in a
Mark IV I am rebuilding. If left too long,
the bearing will also eat into the bearing
hub, causing this to be scrap as well. So,
the answer here is, don’t put it off.

To do any work on the half-shaft,
replacing bearings, hub or half-shaft
itself, means removing the hub. A three
leg puller won’t do this, as I know from
first hand experience. A bearing puller
will, as attested to by many readers of
this magazine. 

WARNING! When removing the
hub, or any other component fitted to a
tapered shaft, BACK THE RETAINING
NUT OFF BUT DO NOT REMOVE IT
COMPLETELY. This is so that, when the
component suddenly pulls loose, it will
not fly halfway across your shop, or
worse, like send you on a trip to the local
hospital. Components fitted to a tapered
shaft are usually stubborn. They don’t
come loose gradually. When they break
loose, a lot of energy is released. Don’t
let it unleash on you!

Once the hub (or other component)
has broke loose, then remove the retain-
ing nut and pull it off the rest of the way.
In any event, don’t stand in the line of
fire of the puller you are using. 

Happy Motoring. �

Special thanks to Canley Classics for
their fine help while preparing this arti-
cle and also to my son Benjamin for his
help with the finer points of the paint

program.

SP
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ECHWhining, Clicking and Grinding..Oh My!
BY DANIEL PRESTON, ALBERTA, CANADA

BRIEF HISTORY: First Invented in China in the Third Century A.D.
PURPOSE: To distribute power from the transmission drive shaft to the driving wheels (first functional requirement) while allowing
the wheels to turn at different speeds.
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ECH Tips Q&ADASH LETTERING
Could you tell me where I can locate

the small white lettering for brakes, lights,
hazards, etc. that goes on the dash of GT6?
I have been unable to locate or have them
printed as small as the GT6 needs to be. 

Thank you for all of your help in this
matter.
—Wayne Rippy

Wayne, try rub-on lettering sold at art sup-
ply stores. They will many fonts and sizes
available many in white.

HIGHWAY DRIVING
Now that I use my Spitfire as a daily

driver I hate getting on the highway...either 
I have to rev the heck out of the engine to
go with traffic or be run over. I have con-
sidered an overdrive swap but heard they
are hard to locate. Are there any alterna-
tives?
—Michael Jones

These days rebuildable overdrive units
and gearboxes are becoming more difficult
to find to enable the conversion to over-
drive. As an alternative to overdrive
Quantum Mechanics Ltd. in
Monroe, Ct. now offers a 5 Speed conver-
sion for all Spitfire 1300 and 1500 models.

The conversion kit easily adapts the
Ford Type 9 gearbox to the Spitfire engine,
along with other necessary systems and

transmission tunnel. Included in the kit is a
high strength machined billet alloy bell-
housing to gearbox adapter plate, replace-
ment clutch driven plate and crankshaft
spigot bush. The existing cover and release
bearing assemblies are retained - it is rec-
ommended that these be checked and
replaced as required. The clutch hydraulic
system is also used with revised slave cylin-
der mounting on the Type 9 gearbox.

The conversion kit has been designed
to be as non-intrusive to the Spitfire chassis
and gearbox tunnel as possible, with mini-
mal modifications required. These minimal
alterations allow the car to be easily
returned to its original condition. 

The Ford Type 9 gearbox is renowned
for its reliability and ease of use.
Converting the Spitfire to use this gearbox
provides the car with a smooth, strong and

reliable transmission as well as reduced
noise and a decrease of nearly 20% in
engine revs when in 5th gear.

For more info contact Quantum
Mechanics Ltd. at 203-459 -9612 or visit
their website at 
www.quantumechanics.com

COVERING ALL BASES
I am looking for a valve cover with the

name "Triumph" on the top. Is there any-
where I can buy one like that? I had looked
for it about 2 years ago and I gave up my
search but I really want to find one for my
car. Can you help me with my small prob-
lem? Please. Thank you very much. By the
way you have a great web site.
—Angel G.

The valve cover your are probably
thinking about is from TriumphTune, the
performance division of Moss in Europe. 
It is a black alloy cover with "circle
Triumph-tune" logo and silver ribs. 

It is finally available here in the US 
at Moss. They can be contacted at 
800-667-7872 or on the web at 
www.mossmotors.com or
www.mossint.co.uk in Europe.

If you are really creative go to a 
trophy shop and have them engrave the
Triumph Logo on a brass plate and then
pop rivet it to the valve cover. PRI does
something similar with their engines.
Maybe you could have them engrave it to
look similar to the SCCA dash plaque on
North American 1500’s?

COVERING ALL BASES
I am looking for some help.  I am

restoring a 1977 1500 for my daughter 
(I had a 1970 when I was younger).  I am
trying to rebuild the clutch master cylinder
and am having trouble getting the piston
out.  I know you are suppose to release the
piston retainer through the outlet tube hole
but can't seem to get it.  Can anyone help?
—Don Gray

I had luck with this method...
1. with the opening facing down, tap the
whole MC on a wooden block
(or work bench). It will come out a little.
2. turn it around and push it back in again
(so the piston will be going back in).
3. Clean the bore with finger and paper
towel.
4. go to #1 and repeat.
Every time you finish #1 the piston will
come out a little more. Eventually the pis-
ton will be out enough to grab it with pliers
or fingers.

I'd like to submit a story about the
trials of starting to restore a Spitfire,
now that I've got a little experience. And
as a smart man once wrote, what experi-
ence means is that you know how to do
things the right way because you've tried
all the wrong ways already. First,
believe the addage that you should buy
the best example you can afford because
the more you examine your "diamond in
the rough" the more rough edges you
find. My next revelation was while read-
ing a classic car magazine they showed
the beginning of an MG restoration, a
clean well lit shop, shelving with numer-
ous plastic bins for parts and even little
notes on the bins to say where the parts
go! The author also suggests photos and
a notebook for reference when reassem-
bly time comes. After spending a winter
rebuilding my engine, I wish I had
known of all these tips before hand.

I'd like to add my own hard found
tips. When you live in a small town and
the machinist at the local shop says
something like "Well you know, this
thing is metric and we're talking about
taking thousands of an inch off it.  I'd
feel better if I had the bearings to mic
before I start." Sounds reasonable right?
I tell him the number for Spit bits and
that their prices seem to be the best. Five
months later only after telling the shop
I'll be taking my crank elsewhere he has
it ready the next morning. The $75.00
fee for grinding is now $200.00. The
bearings he ordered from “God only
knows where” are handed to me in the
original plastic coated blister pack,
(hope he knew how much to deduct for
the thickness of the plastic.)

When tearing down your engine
look not only for the parts that have
failed but for the causes also. My engine
was seized when I got it. I found the fol-
lowing: the previous owner had put on
an aftermarket air cleaner and stripped
the threads when mounting it. He had
also neglected a lock washer. The result
was a bolt sized hole in #3 piston.
Coupled with a crack in the coolant pipe
from the water pump, over heating was
the result. I didn't repeat his errors, I
made new ones. DO pay more for the
better head gasket. Do remember to
retorque it after bringing the engine to
operating temp.  I'll send more as I gain
more experience.
—Larry Whalen

Have an answer or a question?
Send it to: 

info@triumphspitfire.com 
or 

P.O. Box 30806, 
Knoxville, TN 37930-0806
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It was time to make my Spitfire into
the ultimate driving machine. After all
SCCA racing was taking off and it was
time to make a speedster out of the Spit.
So in the Summer of 2000 - my quest
began. 

It all started in July 2000, by paying
$6000 for the drive train and engine elec-
trical from an ‘93 RX7 from Protech
Racing. Apparently Protech had not paid
the original RX7 owner for it. Before I
arrived to pick up the car the original
owner repossed the car. A week later,
Protech Racing was shut down by the
Fire Marshall. Seven months later, and
only with the help of the County District
Attorney, Business Fraud Division,
Protech provided me with the
engine/tranny from an ‘88 RX7, differen-
tial from a ‘91 Miata MX5,
radiator/intercoolers from a Chrysler, and
intercoolers from an ‘85 Saab 900 and
‘89 Audi 5000. 

I figured an ‘88 was better than
nothing, which is what I was set to get if
I didn’t take this engine. The ‘88 Turbo
will supply plenty of power, be more reli-
able, and have a longer life, from what I’
had learned online. 

In May of 2001 the project was on
again, and I hired Vehicle Service Center
to start the conversion project. Estimates
were 3 weeks and $3000 for the complete
conversion. While I felt this was impossi-
ble, I often reminded the owner, Joe

Bellm, a local Busch NASCAR racer, of
his promise. In 4 months time, Joe man-
aged to take the body off the chassis, and
send it to JP Racing Cars to do the fabri-
cation work. 

Jeff Pruitt of JP Racing Cars accept-
ed the car from Joe Bellm of Vehicle
Service Center for fabrication. Joe cut the
chassis to accommodate the drive train
and rear end, then modified the Miata
diff to fit the stock Spitfire rear end. He
did an excellent job with the rear end,
keeping all suspension to exact specifica-
tions of the Spitfire 1500. 

The engine had to be moved into the
passenger compartment, (for the waste
gate to clear the right lower A arm), so
massive firewall modification was neces-
sary. Now, Jeff was no “Sheet Metal
Master”, and the firewall he constructed
left no room for driver or passenger. He
apparently saw no problem with this,
requiring full payment to deliver an
undrivable car.

Two weeks before NASCAR season
opened, Jeff asked me to pick up the car
and take home until the season finished.
After the NASCAR season he would fin-
ish it up. After all, NASCAR is Jeff’s
bread and butter. So I reluctantly wrote a
check for the full amount owed, and with
a dumb grin on my face accepted the
trailer he offered, towed the car home,
and put it on blocks. 

I continually checked back with Jeff
during the season who assured me “A
week after the season and we’ll get start-
ed again.” After season closing, I
checked back with Jeff again to get the
work schedule and was caught off guard
by his response, “I’ve got 9 cars to work
on, and I don’t want to work on yours.” 

This continued the search for some-
one who was equipped, knowledgeable

and interested.
While “Waiting for NASCAR sea-

son to end”, I had lots of time to solve
little problems. Some of those “Little
Problems” included: “How do I get the
shifter to work?” “How can I turn the
Saab intercooler intake around?” The
biggest of the little problems, “How is
this Miata differential going survive this
engine?”

While picking up odd parts at Mr.
Mazda parts recycling, I asked the owner,
Ahmed if he had an RX7 T2 rear end.
The next day and $400 shorter in the
wallet an RX7 T2 rear end was in my
garage. The problem was only half
solved. Now that I had the rear end,
“How do I use it?” Pure physics dictated
that it would never work in the stock
Spitfire chassis.

I removed the diff from the assem-
bly, and took it to AT Transmission.
There is
was
benched
with new
seals, and
the large
bushes in
the diff
were replaced, $110 each from Mazda. 

While discussing suspension plans
with Fred Hodgeson, owner of Auto
Wizard’s, racer of vintage Heralds and
Spitfires, and only honest mechanic I
knew then, I was told Jim Lyon of Tru
Design Wheel could fix my aluminum
intercooler. 

Jim Lyon, owner of Tru Design
Wheels fixed the intercooler problem,
and later my wheels. Most importantly,
he referred me to John Witthar, of
Witthar Racing.

Two days after I placed a phone call
to John Witthar of Witthar Racing- John
came to my house to see the project. No
longer the trusting sort, I laid out the bare
minimum I needed from him: the RX7
rear end mounted, and a roll bar. 

He made eye contact and said “You
know what we need to do, don’t you?” 

I said it out loud for the first time,
“We need to make a chassis.” This start-

BEFORE

Building A Spit RX (Part 1)
BY RIC GIBSON, COLORADO
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P ed the ball rolling. We talked about
power to weight, front suspension,
widening the track, fender flares, safety
cage and all my spare parts. Everything
he said made sense according to what
I’ve learned. 

John and I put together an attack
plan and discussed prices. John invited
me to his shop the next afternoon to look
around. A start date was set, October 25th
2001, and he set the end date, Christmas
of 2001. 

On October 25th 2001, John tailored
the car from my garage. 

So with the body off, and the rear
end on the jig, I've got the project started
again. 

Work ‘again’ began in November
2001.

The Spitfire rear end will not be
strong enough to withstand the turbo
rotary. I’ve come across a very good deal
on a turbo rear end assembly, and will be
using it. Along with the many advan-
tages, there’s a host of problems:

1. The RX7’s rear end front mount-
ing points are 45” wide. The Spitfire
frame is only 9” wide where they meet. 
Considering torque and leverage on this
point, we find a weak spot.

2. The rear track on the RX7 is
56.7”, the Spitfire front track is 49”. For
good handling characteristics, the front
track should be wider than the rear by
about an inch, so I’ll have to widen the

front track by about 
8 inches.

3. A wider wheel base
means I’ll have to flare the
fenders to cover the pro-
truding wheels.

The solution is provid-
ed by John Witthar of
Witthar Racing. He’ll be
designing a chassis that
will fit inside the rocker
panels, widen the front end,
and provide a wider base to
support the torque. A safety
cage will be incorporated,
and provide additional sup-
port. These will be powder
coated upon completion.
The front end will get a
wider rack, stabilizer bar
and multi-adjustable A
arms. The engine will be
placed as far back on the
chassis as possible, without
decreasing driver leg space.
Firewall and console will
be cut in, as well as fender
flares. 

When finished, the car
will handle the increased
torque, be a front mid
engine design, have an 8" wider wheel
base, roll cage, limited slip rear, four way
disk brakes, fully independent suspen-
sion, and hopefully 911 style fender

flares.
I put new bushes into

the rear end assembly, and
new seals into the differ-
ential. Bushes are graphite
impregnated polyurethane
by Energy Suspension.
Plans are to complete with
11" disk brakes in back,
independent suspension
with coil over shocks and
limited slip. 

The Spitfire front
brakes have 9” rotors, and
the RX7’s are 11 inches.
I’ll have to include a pro-
portioning valve to get the
right response. Lots of

rehab will need to be done
before these are used. The
RX7 parking brake is very

strong, and will provide for some fun J
turns.

The rear end chassis is being fabri-
cated to fit the RX7 rear end subassem-
bly. 2"x 2" x .095" square steel tube is
fitted to meet the mounting points.

As Christmas drew near there were
still a few adjustments to be made, the
rollbar will be 1 3/4" shorter, and narrow-
er on each side. Also, the front spindles
will be replaced, since there is no lower
ball joint on the Spitfire setup. Having a
lower ball joint will allow for caster
adjustment. I hope to find a set that
match the rear wheel lug pattern (5 x
4.5") and have 11" disk rotors. 11" disk
brakes all around should provide plenty
of stopping power. The rear end sub-
assembly and differential will have the
mounts adjusted to sit further up into the
trunk space. This will allow better clear-
ance under the diff, and a lower rear deck

profile.
The top is up to meas-

ure the back roll bar.
Interior sheeting begins.
Later on, this sheeting will
be taken out to move the
diff two inches up into the
trunk area, for a better ride.

Next issue we will be
finishing up the frame,

building on the front suspension and
adding exhaust. �

Don’t miss your chance to own 
2003 Spit-Together items!
• Jerzees brand t-shirts (specify M-L-XL-XXL). 
• Hat pins are silver/chrome cloisonne'
enamel with double posts. 
• Supersized Spit-Together panorama photo
measuring 10 inches high by 50 wide showing
this year’s NASS event.  
Special offer! Shirt/pin package for $18, 

save $2! 
Shirt/pin/photo

package
for $50, save

$10!

Spit-Together 2003 Regalia

only
$14

only
$6

only
$40

mail check or money order to:

NASS Regalia/Joe Guinan
751 N. Lincoln Ave.
Fremont, NE 68025

All prices include shipping.
Please make checks or money
orders payable to NASS.
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SEPTEMBER
Illinois, Palos Hills, Moraine Valley CC, Sept. 7
British Car Festival, British Car Union, (630) 773-4806

Indiana, Indianapolis, Mount Comfort Airport, Sept. 12-13
Indy British Motor Days, Indiana British Car Union, mgdr@quiknet.net,
317-887-3867

British Columbia, Kelowna, Sept. 13-21
2003 NW Austin Healey Meet, 604-984-0179 or andyturner@shaw.ca

California, Palo Alto, El Camino Park, Sept. 13-14
24th Annual Palo Alto British Car Meet, 310-392-6605,
rfeibusch1@earthlink.net

Indiana, Newburgh, Sept 13
British Cars on the Ohio, S. Indiana Region British Car Club,
jmullen@sirbritt.com

Virginia, Richmond, Brown's Island, Sept 13-14
Richmond British Car Days, Central Virginia British Car Club

Washington, Bellevue, Bellevue Community College,
Sept. 13-14
5th Annual "Run to the Gorge", Puget Sound British Automotive
Society, 425-644-7874, ataub@worldnet.att.net

Georgia, Braselton, Road Atlanta, Sept. 14
Atlanta Historic Races, Historic Sportscar Racing, 1-800-849-7223

Michigan, Sterling Heights, Sept. 14
21st Annual Battle of the Brits, Detroit Triumph Sportscar Club, 586-
979-4875, snydleydog@yahoo.com

New York, Great River (Long Island), Sept 14
"Never Forget" Fall Classic British Car Show, Long Island Triumph
Association, Ltd., info@longislandtriumph.org

Kentucky, Bowling Green, Sept. 17-21
6-Pack Trails 2003, 270 842-9675, SOThornton@aol.com 

British Columbia, Kelowna, Sept. 19-21
Northwest Austin Healey Meet, 604 984-0179, andyturner@shaw.ca 

California, Marina (near Monterey) at the Marina
Airport, Sept. 20
Wings & Wheels 2003, Monterey Peninsula Kiwanis, (831) 372-9215,
saylor@redshift.com

Florida, Titusville, Sept. 20
Fox Lake All British Car Show, MG Car Club of Florida, 1-800-723-
6464 or www.mgclub.org, meet@mgclub.org

Wisconsin, Road America, Sept. 20-22
Fall Vintage Race Car Festival, Sports Car Vintage Racing Association ,
(800) 365-7223

Idaho, Sept. 21
Wheels of Yesteryear Car Show, Idaho British Car Club

Ontario, Bronte Creek, September 21
20th Annual Toronto Triumph Club British Car Day, Toronto Triumph
Club

New Mexico, Las Vegas, Sept. 26-28,
2003 Rio Grande Valley Regional Rendezvous, British Automobile
Owners Association, 505-345-4207

Maryland, Bel Aire, Rocks State Park, Sept. 27
24th Annual "MGs on the Rocks" Car Show, (410) 817-6862,
rgl2mgbgt@aol.com

North Carolina, Hendersonville, Sept. 27
Autumn in the Mountains, British Car Club of Western North Carolina,
bccwnc@charter.net

California, Los Angles, Sept. 28
Los Angles British Car Meet, 310-392-6605, rfeibusch1@earthlink.net

Delaware, New Castle, Battery Park, Sept. 28
Annual Car Show, British Car Club of Delaware, (302) 328-7702,
griecoma@hotmail.com

Nebraska, Lincoln, Sept. 28
10th Annual All-British Car and Cycle Show, Flatwater Austin-Healey
Club, (402) 733-6868, fahcmailbag@yahoo.com

OCTOBER
Virginia, Waynesboro, October 3-5
22nd Annual Fall British Car Festival, Shenandoah Valley British Car
Club, 540 943-1236

Michigan, Marshall, October 4
2003 Michigan British Reliability Run, Detroit Triumph Sportscar Club,
bdischer@fireflystudios.com

North Carolina, Morrisville, Prime Outlets, October 4
Triangle British Car Show, N. Carolina MG Car Club, 919-467-8391,
donannas@bellsouth.net

California, Bonsall, Fairbrook Farm, Oct. 5
25th Annual San Diego British Car Day,

California, Old Town Clovis, Oct. 11-12
2003 British Car Roundup, Valley British Auto Club, 559-297-0102,
valleybrits@yahoo.com

Massachusetts, Falmouth, Oct. 11 - 13
British Legends Weekend, Cape Cod British Car Club, ktnkt@cape.com

Tennessee, Franklin, Historic Carnton Plantation, Oct. 12
All British Motorcar/Motorbike Show, Nashville British Car Club, 
615-395-4042

California, Riverside, Mission Inn, Oct. 16 - 19
Triumphest 2002, So CA Triumph Owners Association, 562-430-2935,
tricat3@att.net

Florida, Safety Harbor, Safety Harbor Resort, Oct. 18
17th Annual All British Field Meet & Autojumble, Tampa Bay Austin-
Healey Club, MBran89793@aol.com

California, Monterey, Laguna Seca Raceway, Oct. 24-26
Third Annual "Spit-Together"-West US, NASS, nass@writeme.com

South Carolina, Charleston/Mt. Pleasant, Oct. 25
British Car Day, British Car Club of Charleston, HD1CH@AOL.com,
(843) 696-0910

NOVEMBER
North Carolina, Wilmington, Nov. 1
Brits & Battleships, British Motor Club of Cape Fear, (910) 270-7762
dcllmasters@earthlink.net

Florida, Ft. Myers, Miromar Outlet Mall, Nov. 16
British Motor Car Show, British Car Club Southwest Florida, 
239-283-3160

British Car Shows and Events 2003
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advertiser web phone state/country page
Apple Hydraulics www.AppleHydraulics.com 800-882-7753 New York, USA 18
British Parts Northwest www.BPNorthWest.com 503-864-2001 Oregon, USA 11
British Toolbox www.Britishtoolbox.com 865-690-1737 USA 4, 6, 39
British Wiring www.BritishWiring.com 708-481-9050 Illinois, USA 8
Classic MG Magazine www.ClassicMGMagazine.com 704-948-1746 North Carolina, USA 38
Footman James www.footmanjames.co.uk 0121 561 6262 UK inside front cover
Jay Best Photography jbest@qcol.com 814-395-3575 Pennsylvania, USA 8
Moss www.MossMotors.com 888-678-8764 California, USA inside back cover
NASS nass@writeme.com n/a North America 44
Performance Research Industries (PRI) www.PRIrace.com 541-459-5442 Oregon, USA back cover
Rimmer Brothers www.RimmerBros.co.uk 01522 568000 UK 45
Spitbits www.Spitbits.com 800-201-0494 California, USA 3
Superlite Wheels www.Superlite.tv 44 1452 414465 UK 18
TS Imported Automotive www.TSImportedAutomotive.com 800-543-6648 Ohio, USA 40
Victoria British www.victoriabritish.com 800-255-0088 Kansas, USA 99

Advertiser’s Index

For more events or to submit an event
visit www.TriumphSpitfire.com

If you would like your event listed here and on the
TriumphSpitfire.com website, write to us at

Spitfire & GT6 Magazine, P.O. Box 30806, Knoxville, TN 37930
USA or post it online at www.TriumphSpitfire.com

Oct. 24-26
Monterey, California (Laguna Seca Raceway)

sponsored by

for more information contact the
North American Spitfire Squadron at

nass@writeme.com
www.wvbscc.org/nass/st2003
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High-Performance
Parts for

Spitfire & GT6

It took only one of our 
“Stage 2” motors to 

win the V.A.R.A. EP championship!!

Our “entry level” Stage One 1500 rebuild nearly dou-
bles the horsepower of these engines in their original
state.
Our Stage Two engine will give you the fastest 0-60
of any (non-racing) Spitfire tested and will run on
pump fuel!
Our Stage Three professional race-prepared engine
will put you ahead of the pack on the track!

12" vented rotors and 4
piston calipers,
stainless steel
braided hoses
and perform-
ance pads.

The most innovative Triumph parts in
30 years! We build the Baddest

Triumphs in all the land!
“PRECISION ENGINE BUILDING”

From Blue-Printed Mild 

To Pro Racing Series

phone: 541-459-5442
fax: 541-459-1987

web: www.PRIrace.com

Performance Research Industries
P.O. Box 61
Umpqua, OR. 97486

Race-winning

Performance!

Next to our Keihin CR special
Carburetors, a lightened fly-
wheel will give your car the
acceleration you never
thought possible.
Stock weight: 16.5 lbs.

Lightened: 9.5 lbs.

1972 GT6 with Daytona wing and 16” wheels.
Air Dam also available.

Aluminum Roller Rockers

Ultralight Piston Sets Chrome Moly Rods

Cylinder Head Conversions

www.PRIrace.com

SERIOUS STOPPING

POWER!

P R S R T  S T D
U S  P O S T A G E 

P A I D
P E R M I T  #828
Q U I N C Y , F L

P.O. Box 30806 • Knoxville, TN 37930

Visit 
our NEW

website with
many NEW

parts!

LIGHTENED FLYWHEELS
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